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ABSTRACT

Ghosh, Arnab Jyoti. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2016. Analytical Investigation of
Fretting Wear with Special Emphasis on Stress Based Models. Major Professor: Dr.
Farshid Sadeghi, School of Mechanical Engineering.

Fretting refers to the minute oscillatory motion between two surfaces in contact under an
applied normal load. It can cause either surface or subsurface initiated failure resulting in
either fatigue or wear or both. Two distinct regimes – partial slip and gross slip are
typically observed in fretting contacts. Due to the nature of contact, various factors such
as wear debris, oxidation, surface roughness, humidity etc. effect failures caused due to
fretting. A number of different techniques have been developed to quantify fretting
damage and several numerical models are proposed to predict damage due to fretting.
Fretting wear also depends on the inherent material properties of the two bodies in contact.
In this investigation, material properties such as modulus of elasticity, tensile strength,
hardness etc. are combined with damage quantification techniques such as damage
mechanics and linear elastic fracture mechanics to propose novel fretting wear models.
The wear models are independent of global wear coefficients obtained from experiments
and therefore, could reduce the dependence on wear experiments to predict wear rates for
different materials in contact. During fretting wear, the generated wear debris is often
trapped in the contact. The contact parameters can be significantly affected due to the
shape, size and properties of the third body layer. A finite element model is created to
study the changes in fundamental contact parameters in presence of third body particles
and effects of number of third bodies and their properties on fretting contact is investigated.
In addition to material properties, other factors such as surface roughness of the bodies in
contact, wear debris etc. also effect fretting wear rate. A detailed study of the effect of
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surface topography parameters such as RMS roughness, skewness and kurtosis on wear
rate is evaluated. An analytical model is proposed which approximates a two-dimensional
surface line profile as a collection of Hertzian point contacts.

This method is

computationally efficient and free of convergence issues compared to FE simulations of
rough surfaces. As a result, very deep wear scars can be obtained and evolution of surface
can be studied in greater detail. It is assumed that the fretting wear is in gross slip and
therefore, this model can be extended to any reciprocating sliding condition. The models
are validated by comparing them to published literature data. The study of the effect of
wear debris, elastic plastic material property and variable coefficient of friction is proposed
as an extension of the current work.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Fundamentals of Fretting

Fretting refers to small oscillatory displacements that cause surface damage such as wear,
fatigue, corrosion etc. According to the ASM handbook on fatigue and fracture, fretting
wear is defined as “a special wear process that occurs at the contact area between two
materials under load while subjected to minute relative motion by vibration or some other
force”. It can cause severe localized wear or initiate fatigue cracks on the surface or
subsurface of the materials. Fretting motion can be observed in any engineering machinery
where vibration is present such as gears, bearings, dovetail joints, seals, spindles, bolts,
pins etc. The magnitude of the motion is often in the order of micrometers but can range
from nanometers to a few millimeters. A major difference between fretting wear and other
types of wear is that a substantial amount of wear debris is retained in the contact zone
during fretting.

The response of a fretting contact is categorized based on the amount of slip that occurs in
the contact. Vingsbo and Soderberg [1] classified fretting wear into four types: stick,
mixed stick/slip, gross slip and sliding. It has been shown that the main parameters
affecting fretting wear are normal load, slip amplitude, contact geometry, frequency,
surface roughness and material properties. Over the years, scientists have developed wear
maps, which differentiates different types of fretting phenomenon.

The two most

commonly used maps are: Running Condition Fretting Map (RCFM), developed by Zhou
et. al. [2] and the Material Response Fretting Map (MRFM), developed by Blanchard et
al. [3] and Zhou et al. [2]. The RCFM, as depicted in Figure 1(a) differentiates different
fretting regimes like partial slip, mixed stick-slip and gross slip based on normal load and
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displacement amplitude.

The MRFM illustrates different failure modes like surface

cracking, wear etc. as depicted in Figure 1(b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: (a) Running Condition Fretting Map (RCFM), and (b) Material Response
Fretting Map (MRFM).

3
Different fretting regimes are best explained using the plot of friction force vs displacement
amplitude, which is known as the fretting loop. Distinct fretting loops are obtained for
partial and gross slip regimes as illustrated in Figure 2. In partial slip, part of the contact
area remains in stick throughout the fretting cycle while in gross slip the entire contact will
slip at some point during the fretting cycle.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Fretting loops for (a) Partial slip, and (b) Gross slip fretting conditions.
At high normal forces and low displacements a contact is in partial slip while at lower
normal forces and higher displacements the contact shifts towards gross slip regime. The
transition between these regimes is usually referred to as the mixed regime. It is however,
important to consider the relative displacement as compared to the contact size. Let,
(=


)

(1)

where  is the displacement amplitude and ) is the contact radius.

Fretting occurs when ( < 1 while the contact is in reciprocating sliding if ( ≥ 1.
1.2

Review of Fretting Wear Mechanisms and Computational Models

Several scientists have analytically and numerically investigated the fretting behavior. If
accurate predictions from numerical models can be achieved, dependence on expensive
and time-consuming experimental testing can be reduced. There are two major categories
in which most fretting models fall. The first type is the Continuum Mechanics based
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models and the second are discrete models where the contacting bodies are composed of
multiple elements and the contact solution is achieved iteratively.

The necessary

parameters to evaluate fretting wear are: contact pressure, frictional shear stress and contact
slip profiles. Multiple factors like surface roughness, temperature, third body interaction
etc.

Mindlin [4] provided an elastic solution for the frictional shear stress between a ball and a
flat in partial slip condition. Hills [5] developed analytical solutions for additional contact
geometries. Goryacheva et al. [6] developed an analytical model for fretting wear in line
contacts based on Archard's wear law [7]. More recently, Hills et al. [8]derived a closed
form solution for the final pressure distribution and wear profile in an elastic Hertzian line
contact in partial slip. Nowell [9] has developed an efficient method for solving the
immediate pressure profiles and worn geometries using a quadratic programming
approach. Most recently, Dhia and Torkhani [10] used a hybrid Lagrangian continuous
formulation to address the problem of wear of interacting structures under sharp contact
subjected to cyclic loading.

The fretting phenomenon has also been studied using commercially available finite element
software. Johansson [11] was the first to develop a finite element model to simulate wear.
A detailed finite element model was later developed by McColl et al. [12]. This model
used a two dimensional cylinder on flat configuration and used a modified version of
Archard's wear law to simulate wear. Fouvry et al. [13]and Paulin et al. [14] developed
a similar finite element model, which can use either Archard's wear law or the dissipated
energy method to study fretting wear. Leonard et al. [15,16] proposed a combined finite
discrete element method to model wear based on the dissipated energy concept. Most
recently, Cruzado et al. [17] used commercial FE code ABAQUS to simulate fretting wear
in crossed cylinder configuration and presented an optimized methodology which would
reduce computational time.
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The study of fretting is influenced by a large number of variables like surface roughness,
temperature, third bodies, coating substrate interaction, etc. and a number of theories have
been proposed to explain the observed effects. As of yet, no comprehensive theory of
fretting has been established [18]. Bailey and Godfrey [19] concluded that material
removal occurs due to adhesion between the contacting bodies and oxidation of the
contacting bodies. However, it was observed that fretting wear is not restricted to metals
but occurred readily between non-metals and noble metals. As a result, oxidation was
eliminated as a major cause of fretting wear. Feng and Rightmire [20] attempted to explain
the occurrence of loose wear particles through roughening effects caused by plastic
deformation. Based on experimental results, the authors concluded that initially an oxide
film on the surface prevents contact. This film is dispersed due to the oscillatory motion
and metal transfer occurs until the load per unit contact area decreases to produce loose
particles.

Scott [21] examined loaded surfaces under vibratory motion and showed

numerous cracks in the deformed surface regions, suggesting fatigue as a factor in surface
degradation, and hence, wear. Suh [22] showed that the sliding wear of metals occurs by
the process of delamination, which consists of plastic deformation of surface layer, void
nucleation and sub-surface crack propagation. Sproles and Duquette [23] observed that the
metallic fretting debris was formed by the breakup of the fretted surface into small metallic
flakes, which supported the delamination theory. Bryggman and Soderberg [24] suggested
that under partial stick contact conditions extensive crack formation is caused by cyclic
shearing of material in the near surface region and wear is mainly due to the generation
and intersection of these surface cracks. Kragelsky [25] proposed that wear occurs by a
fatigue process and explained wear in terms of cyclic stresses using a low cycle fatigue
mechanism [26] A number of investigators [7,25,26] have suggested that, although asperity
contacts contribute to friction, they do not always generate a wear particle. Challen et al.
[27] have presented a wave model of friction, which can provide a frictional force without
any wear occurring but in practice the cyclic working of the softer surface would be
expected to undergo microscopic surface damage and hence eventually produce wear
particles by some form of fatigue mechanism.
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Multiple wear laws have been developed to calculate wear due to fretting, but there are two
which are widely used:
1. Archard’s Wear Law [7]: It states that wear volume (

,)

is proportional to the

product of contact normal force (-) and contact slip ($).

The constant of

proportionality is called the Archard Wear Coefficient ().
,

=

-$


(2)

where,  is the hardness of the softer material in contact.
2. Dissipated Energy Wear Law [28]: This law states that wear volume is directly
proportional to the energy dissipated (./ ) at the contact due to relative tangential

displacement. The constant of proportionality (0) is called the dissipated energy
wear coefficient.
,

1.3

= 0.1

(3)

Damage Mechanics

Damage mechanics deals with the gradual degradation of materials due to the nucleation
and growth of microcracks and voids within a material. Damage mechanics provides a
convenient framework for modeling the influence of these microscopic failure mechanisms
on the homogenized response of a material. The material degradation can be coupled to
stress-strain constitutive equations through a thermodynamic state variable for damage, D.
In general, the constitutive relationships take the following form:
234 = 53467 (8679: − <679: )=9:

(4)

where 234 , 53467 , 8679: , <679: and =9: are the stress, stiffness, identity, damage and strain
tensors respectively.

Damage mechanics has been widely used to study failure due to fatigue. The continuum
damage mechanics (CDM) has been used to model damage by using thermodynamics
potential functions [29]. Bhattacharya et al. used a CDM based model for predicting
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fatigue crack initiation. Beheshti and Khonsari [30] used the CDM approach to predict
adhesive wear coefficient as a function of friction coefficient for different types of
materials. Ireman et al. [31] have presented a simple model for isotropic damage coupled
to wear. Raje et al. [32,33] proposed a model for rolling contact fatigue of bearings using
the discrete element method and damage mechanics. More recently, Warhadpande et al.
[34] implemented a similar approach as Raje et al. [32] by using the finite element method
to investigate intergranular fatigue damage.

Zhang et al.

[35]have presented a 3

dimensional finite element implementation of a CDM formulation for multiaxial fatigue.
Most recently, Leonard et al. [15] used the Combined Finite Discrete Element method
with continuum damage mechanics and showed that the shape and evolution of wear scars
were in agreement with the experiments.

1.4

Fracture Mechanics

Engineering materials often have crack like defects in the microstructure and may develop
cracks due to external loading. The presence of cracks modifies local stresses to such an
extent that elastic stress analyses to predict material or component failure are insufficient.
To analyze the relationship among cracks, stresses and fracture toughness, fracture
mechanics was introduced. One of the underlying principles of fracture mechanics is that

unstable fracture occurs when the Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) reaches a critical value ?@A ,
also known as the fracture toughness of the material. In Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
(LEFM) it is assumed that at the point of incipient crack growth,
?@A = B2√D)

(5)

where ) is the crack length, B is a constant and 2 is the applied stress.
Fracture mechanics has been widely used to calculate life and obtain crack propagation
paths in wear and fatigue. Hornbogen [36] used a dimensional analysis to show the
importance of a material’s fracture toughness to wear rate. Fleming and Suh [37] derived
a more complete solution for the stress intensity factors from first principles. Rosenfield
[38] studied the effect of shear and normal stresses, and contributed to the development of
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fracture mechanics analysis of wear. Hills and Ashelby [39] obtained values of combined
mode crack growth rate using Paris’ equation. Rosenfield [40] extended his work further
to study elastic-plastic behavior in fracture mechanics and compared it to the Archard’s
equation [7] More recently, Zerbst et. al. [41] applied fracture mechanics concepts to
railway components to evaluate fatigue lives. Many investigators [42–44] have used
fracture mechanics to investigate the crack propagation stage in fretting fatigue.

Recently, numerical models have been developed which used fracture mechanics to
simulate surface and subsurface crack propagation in wear and fatigue across different
applications. Glodez et al. [45] used fracture mechanics to develop a numerical model to
determine pitting resistance of gear teeth flanks.

Marrey et al.

[46] used fracture

mechanics to analyze fatigue and predict life for cobalt-chromium stents. Hillerborg et al.
[47] have used fracture mechanics based modeling to analyze crack formation and crack
growth for narrowly opened cracks in concrete. Cui and Wisnom [48] used a combined
stress and fracture mechanics based model to predict delamination in composites. There
has been a recent focus on modeling microstructure sensitive fatigue growth model [49].
The microstructure unit size, grain morphology and the crystallographic orientations have
pronounced effects on the fatigue crack lengths [50]. Tryon and Cruse [51] conducted
meso-scale finite element modeling of microstructures and related it to the distribution of
fatigue responses in polycrystalline microstructures. Bennet [52] combined finite element
methods with crystal plasticity to estimate the distribution of fatigue crack in polycrystals.
McCarthy et. al. [53] have presented a micro-mechanical methodology to predict fretting
fatigue crack nucleation, which is based on unit cell crystal plasticity model of Ti-6Al-4V
and microstructure sensitive fatigue indication parameter.

1.5

Wear Debris in Fretting Contact

Wear debris is generated during unlubricated and boundary or mixed lubricated contacts
under combined normal and tangential loads. There are several mechanisms of debris
generation based on the geometry and material of the bodies in contact, surface roughness
and external loads. The generation of wear debris is usually a mechanical process. Wear
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debris are part of the initially unworn bodies in contact and detach from them as a result of
localized stresses at the contact. Some common surface damages that lead to generation
of wear debris are micro-cutting, plastic deformation, surface fatigue, spalling etc. The
wear process with debris generation can be categorized into three stages [54]:
1. Material removal from sliding bodies and wear debris generation in the contact
2. Mechanical, physical and chemical changes to the wear debris inside the contact
3. Wear debris accumulation or elimination from the contact.

Wear debris can be of several different shapes and sizes and have evolving physical and
mechanical properties. Particles from macroscopic to microscopic scale are generated
during contact between two materials and depend on the material properties as well as
external loads. Particles are constantly crushed and deformed under applied normal and
tangential loads and agglomerate in the contact.

Fretting wear is a unique wear process, which leads to formation of very fine oxide
particles. The two rubbing bodies in sliding or fretting contact are called “first bodies”,
while the wear debris or particles generated between them are termed “third body”. This
concept was introduced by Godet in the 1970s to connect the lubrication theory with dry
contacts, but was published only in 1984 [55]. The physical and mechanical behavior of
third bodies can significantly impact the contact parameters and as a result, fretting wear
[56]. The effect of third bodies may be both beneficial [56–58] or detrimental [59,60]. In
fretting, the prevailed Coulomb’s friction law in sliding conditions does not match well
with experimental results, therefore, many wear theories and equations have been proposed
to describe the phenomenon. The existence of third body wear particles makes the job of
integrating these laws quite difficult, because the entire problem of boundary conditions
under such circumstances is not well known [55]. The wear particles are generated in the
contact due to several reasons such as micro cutting. Mechanical failure of asperities in
contact, cracks due to surface and subsurface fatigue, spalling and plastic deformation
leading to formation of grooves and scratches [54]. Waterhouse and Taylor [59] claimed
that the first third body particles are detached from the first bodies due to delamination
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wear [22], which is the result of the initiation of sub-surface cracks which propagate
parallel to the surface. After the third body particles are detached, they are either trapped
inside the contact, compacting into a solid third body layer, which separates the two
contacting bodies or ejected outside the contact. In the early stages of fretting, when the
wear particle mass is small, the detrimental effect of the third body is more dominating
than the beneficial effect. As wear occurs and the particles accumulate, it facilitates the
formation of the compacted oxide particle layer, leading to a beneficial effect of the third
body phenomenon [56]. Experimental results have shown that a higher third body mass
would lead to lower wear rate, implying that with a large amount of third body particles,
the abrasive features of the wear debris is counterbalanced by the third body’s beneficial
effect [56]. It should however be noted that the third body phenomena could also be
influenced by factors such as particle properties [56], contact shape [57,55,61], applied
pressure [57,55] and contact direction [61].

The concept of “tribology circuit” best explains the third body phenomenon [62], which
states that particles are generated, recirculated into the wear track, or ejected out of the
contact. The continuous process of these three steps makes the third body behave like a
flow, forming the source flow that increases the mass of third body and a wear flow that
decreases the mass. When the flow rates equalize, a state of equilibrium is achieved, and
a steady third body layer is formed [63]. The change of contact conditions could lead to a
change in the particle generation and ejection rate and it will reach a new steady state, but
a temporary disturbance won’t change the original equilibrium.

1.6

Contact of Rough Surfaces

The numerical and analytical methods listed above have explored different methods to
model material failure and predict failure lives. If two bodies in contact are considered,
various surface characteristics can influence material failure. Several parameters are used
to completely define a surface, the most important of them being roughness average, root
mean square (RMS) of roughness, skewness and kurtosis. When two rough surfaces are
brought together, the contact occurs between multiple asperities, which leads to a real area
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of contact being only a fraction of the apparent area.

This phenomenon has been

extensively investigated by many researchers [7,64] in this field. These investigators also
suggested that contact load is proportional to power of the real area of contact (-E ~G:H ).

This is similar to the Hertzian contact law, which suggests that the exponent of force
deflection relationship is 1.5. The contact between two surfaces consists of both elastic
and plastic deformation of certain asperities in contact [7] due to multiple asperities coming
in contact. Since, the introduction of the rough surface contact model by Greenwood and
Williamson (GW) [65], effect of rough contacts on friction and wear has been extensively
studied. The Chang-Etison-Bogy (CEB) model [66] and the Zhao-Maietta-Chang (ZMC)
model [67] extends the GW model to elasto-plastic deformation of the asperities. Chang
et al. [68] and Kogut & Etison [69] presented a static friction coefficient model for metals
with rough surfaces. More recently, effect of surface roughness on boundary lubrication
have been investigated by Zhang & Chang [70].

Several researchers have attempted to model surface roughness with different distribution
types. A Gaussian distribution is assumed to study stiction for head–disk interface in
magnetic storage devices [71]. Polycarpou and Etison [72] approximated the Gaussian
distribution with simpler exponential fits. Most machining processes produce surfaces that
are non-Gaussian. Grinding produces negatively skewed surfaces while milling and
turning operations produce positively skewed surface. To model asymmetric height
distribution, McCool [73] introduced the Weibull distribution. Chang and Jeng [74] also
used the Weibull distribution to study the effects of skewness on the contact and lubrication
of rough surfaces. These distributions were not enough to study the effects of skewness
and kurtosis independently. Kotwal & Bhushan [75] used the Pearson distribution system
to analyze contacts for static and kinetic friction The Pearson distribution system uses the
moments of probability density functions to generate the distribution parameters. The
skewness and kurtosis are the third and fourth moments of a distribution function and
therefore, surfaces can be generated with skewness and kurtosis independent of each other.
Numerical simulation of wear has been largely conducted using the Finite Element Method
(FEM).

Johansson [11] introduced a finite element model to simulate wear by
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implementing Archard’s wear law and investigated the contact pressure evolution.
Kucharski et al. [76] presented a finite element analysis of contact between an elastoplastic sphere and a rigid plane. Podra & Andersson [77] proposed a modeling procedure
and used Archard’s wear law with the Euler integration scheme. Maxian et al. [78]
introduced an adaptive finite element modeling of long-term polyethylene wear in total hip
arthoplasty. Hambli [79] implemented a tool wear prediction algorithm into a finite
element model to predict tool wear evolution. A detailed finite element model to simulate
fretting wear was developed by McColl et al. [12] which showed good correlation with
the experimental data. The Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) has also been used to
model wear. Beheshti and Khonsari [30] used the CDM approach to predict adhesive wear
coefficient as a function of friction coefficient. Leonard et al. [16] used the Combined
Finite Discrete Element method with CDM and showed that the evolution of wear scars
were in agreement with the experiments. More recently, Ghosh et al. [80] used the CDM
approach with FEM to simulate fretting wear and proposed a stress based wear law. The
wear models discussed above were implemented on contact between smooth surfaces and
in those cases, FEM has proved to be a powerful tool to evaluate the contact pressures
which leads to material removal.

Several researchers have conducted FE analysis of contact between rough surfaces. Kogut
& Etison [69] proposed an elastic-plastic model based on FEA solution of a single asperity
contact. Sellgren et al. [81] developed a finite element model of contact between two
rough surfaces and investigated the effect of surface roughness on real contact area. Hyun
et al. [82] conducted a FE analysis of contact between frictionless and non-adhesive elastic
surfaces. Pei et al. [83] extended the work to include elasto-plastic contact between rough
surfaces. Komvopolous & Choi [84] modeled an elastic half space with finite elements in
contact with a multiple asperity rigid surface and investigated the effect of asperity radius
and spacing on deformation characteristic of the contact.
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1.7

Thesis Scope

The existing computational fretting wear models are dependent on the experimental
evaluation of a wear constant such as the Archard’s wear coefficient or the dissipated
energy wear coefficient. Wear experiments often generate non-repeatable results and are
highly dependent on laboratory environment conditions. Most wear experiments need to
be conducted over several days to obtain wear coefficient for a particular material
combination. In consideration of the limitations of the conventional fretting wear models,
new computational fretting wear models are proposed which are dependent on readily
available material properties such as modulus of elasticity, tensile strength, hardness and
fracture toughness. The obtained results are compared to experimentally obtained range
of wear coefficients published in the literature to validate the models.

Wear is assumed to be a surface and sub-surface fatigue phenomenon due to repeated
reciprocating motion of the bodies in contact which leads to reversal in shear stress.
Hertzian line contact geometry in 2 dimensions with plane strain assumption is used for
simulation purposes. Chapter 1 discusses the implementation of the theory of damage
mechanics in fretting wear. A wear law, which is dependent on material properties, applied
load and sliding distance, is proposed for similar materials under dry fretting wear
conditions. Based on this law, a stress based damage mechanics equation for wear is
formulated and a finite element model is developed to determine wear rates and wear
coefficients. The modeling approach proposed is based on wear at the level of material
microstructure and thus Voronoi tessellation is used to configure the microstructure of the
bodies in contact. To simulate fretting wear, a crack is initiated on the surface, the crack
then propagates along the randomly distributed weak planes, and finally the material
enclosed by the crack is removed. While chapter 1 focuses on cracks originating on the
surface, chapter 2 focuses on cracks originating in the sub-surface. In this chapter, a new
approach based on shear stress reversal at the crack tips is implemented to propagate a
subsurface initiated crack under fretting load. Hertzian line contact geometry is used to
investigate the effects of different factors such as Hertzian pressure, coefficient of friction,
displacement amplitude, and depth of the initial crack. Crack propagation paths and
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propagation life of the cracks under the surface are investigated in detail. Once the crack
reaches the surface, it is assumed that the material enclosed is spalled and thus removed.

The effect of wear debris on the fretting contact is ignored in the wear models described in
chapters 2 and 3. In chapter 4, the effect of wear debris on fretting wear is investigated.
Wear debris in a fretting contact affects the contact parameters such as contact pressure,
slip and contact shear force, which can significantly influence wear rates of the first bodies.
Therefore, it is important to understand the effect of the wear debris or the third bodies on
a fretting contact. In the most recent decade, researchers have modeled the effects of third
bodies by assuming them as rigid discrete bodies. Modeling the third bodies as deformable
entities increases the computational complexity of contact analysis using the finite element
method but this approach is necessary to achieve fundamental understanding of load
bearing capacity of the third bodies and their role in modifying the contact parameters. A
simplified elastic-plastic finite element model is created to simulate the effect of multiple
third bodies in a fretting contact. The effect of number of third bodies on contact
parameters in a fretting contact is investigated in detail.

The wear models discussed in chapter 2, 3 and 4 are simulated on smooth surfaces and the
effect of surface topography is ignored. In chapter 5, an analytical wear model is proposed
which includes the effects of various surface roughness parameters such as arithmetic
roughness, RMS roughness, skewness and kurtosis.

As the surfaces evolve during

operation and the wear process, the roughness parameters undergo significant changes. To
investigate the change in the roughness parameters and their effect on wear rate, it is of
significant importance to investigate and simulate deep wear scars. The surface is treated
as a collection of asperities of different radii at different heights. The pressure at the
asperity tips is obtained using the Hertzian contact theory and the wear depth is calculated
using the Archard wear equation. A linear elastic material model is implemented and the
autocorrelation parameter is selected such that the contact pressures are within elastic
limits.
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CHAPTER 2. SURFACE INITIATED FRETTING WEAR MODEL

2.1

Introduction

Fretting is defined as a special wear and fatigue process that occurs at the contact area
between two bodies under load and subject to small relative motion caused by vibration or
some other force. Fretting results in wear or fatigue which can initiate either on the surface
or sub-surface. It has been suggested by several researchers that reciprocating motion of
two bodies relative to each other may cause surface fatigue, as a result of which material
may be removed from the surface. Hirano and Goto [85] have shown that alternating
tensile and compressive stresses can induce fatigue crack formation around regions of
surface contact. Scott [21] examined surfaces run-in by vibratory motion and found
numerous fine cracks in the deformed surface regions which indicated fatigue as a factor
in surface failure.

Damage models describe evolution of degradation phenomenon in materials at the
microscale from an initial undamaged state to creation of a crack on the mesoscale material
element. The damage models could be phenomenological or micromechanical. The
phenomenological models are concerned with change of macroscopically observable
properties that are interpreted by means of internal variables. In the micromechanical
models, the mechanical behavior of a representative volume element (RVE) in response to
damage evolution is investigated. In general, the damage variable (<) is defined by the
surface density of microcracks and intersections of microvoids lying on a plane cutting the
RVE of cross section  [29]. If isotropic damage is considered, damage is a scalar
variable [86] and is defined as:
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(6)

where / is the collective area of all the microcracks and microcavities.
In this chapter, the damage mechanics approach is used to evaluate surface damage due to
fretting motion. The damage mechanics stress based wear law is modeled using the
commercially available ABAQUS finite element software. Fretting wear is simulated as a
surface fatigue phenomenon, wherein multiple surface cracks are initiated based on the
contact stress values and material is removed when these cracks propagate and surround a
grain of material. For similar metals (with similar roughness and hardness values), the
proposed wear model is only dependent on the material properties (i.e. Young’s modulus,
hardness, etc.). It has been shown that the wear coefficients obtained from this model are
comparable to the values reported in the literature. In addition, the effect of coefficient of
friction, hardness and Young’s modulus on wear rate is stochastically studied using this
wear model.

2.2

Formulation of Wear Law

Johnson [87] and Kapoor [88] have demonstrated that coefficient of friction is critical for
quantification and prediction of wear.

In their work they discuss the influence of

coefficient of friction in surface failure mechanisms such as low cycle fatigue and
ratcheting failure. Archard’s wear model however, does not depend on the coefficient of
friction as an independent parameter. To incorporate the coefficient of friction in a wear
law, the wear volume can be compared with the accumulated frictional work dissipated
through the interface. Therefore, as suggested by Fouvry et al. [89] and Mohrbacher et al.
[90], wear volume
,

∝ .1

,

is directly proportional to the dissipated energy due to friction:
(7)

where .1 is the total energy dissipated due to friction at the interface. .1 can be expressed
in terms of coefficient of friction , normal load -E and sliding distance $:
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.1 = -E $

(8)

-J = -K + -M

(9)

According to adhesion friction theory [91], frictional force -J can be expressed as,
where -K is the force required to shear the metallic junctions and -M is the ploughing force.
The shear force (-K ) can be approximated as follows:
-K = GH NK

(10)

where GH is the real area of contact and NK is the adhesive shear strength of the softer
material. Under a normal load, plastic flow of the softer material occurs until the area of
contact is sufficiently large enough to support the applied load. In this case the normal
load is given by:
-E = GH

(11)

where  is the pressure causing plastic flow of the softer material. If the two surfaces in

contact are of the same material and have about the same hardness and roughness, the
adhesion term -K is high, and the ploughing force -M can be neglected [92]. If the ploughing
force is neglected, the coefficient of friction can then be written as follows:
=

-J
-K
GH NK NK
=
=
=
-K -E
GH


(12)

This provides a constant friction coefficient according to the Amonton’s laws of friction.
The coefficient of friction can therefore be related to the properties of the softer material
in contact. The ultimate shear strength can be estimated based on the ultimate tensile
strength of the material [92]: NK = 0.8NP (for steels)

The pressure causing the plastic flow  tends to be approximately three times the
compressive yield strength QR .

Tabor [93] demonstrated both theoretically and

experimentally that penetration hardness is three times the yield strength.
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 ≅ 3QR ≅ 

(13)

Therefore,
≅

NK
0.8NP
≅
3QR


(14)

The value of coefficient of friction in Equation (14) depends on the material properties. In
practice however, the value of coefficient of friction is significantly different than the value
presented in Equation (14) Substituting the value of µ in the expression for .1 , we obtain:
.1 =

0.8NP -E $


(15)

It should be noted that only a fraction of this energy is required to generate wear. Materials
with high value of Young’s modulus are more effective in resisting wear because the
theoretical fracture stress is directly proportional to Young’s modulus (E) [36]. Therefore,
the fraction of energy that is required to generate wear particles can be related to the inverse
of the Young’s Modulus. Combining Equations (14) and (15), the wear volume can be
written as:

,

=

U
U 0.8NP -E $
.1 =
.
.


(16)

where U is a constant dependent on surface conditions such as lubrication and compatibility
of materials in contact. In this investigation, dry contact of compatible surfaces is studied
and the value of c is assumed to be 1. For other cases, the value of U needs to be evaluated.

Equation (16) with U = 1 is expressed in terms of material properties, applied load and
sliding distance and is independent of any experimentally obtained constants.
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2.3

Damage Mechanics Analysis of Wear Law

Hertzian fretting wear is caused by micro-cracks growing along weak points in the material
due to high contact stresses [18-22]. Damage mechanics [96] involves the treatment of
microscopic mechanisms responsible for material failure in an empirical fashion. It models
rupture in materials with a damage variable D which represents the gradual deterioration
of materials before crack initiation. For the most general elastic case, the damaged
modified constitutive equation takes the form,
234 = 53467 (1 − <)=67

(17)

where, 2V34 is the stress tensor, 53467 is the material stiffness tensor containing the elastic

constants and =67 is the strain tensor. For a one-dimensional case, Equation (17) reduces
to,

2 = (1 − <).=

(18)

Thus, the presence of damage leads to a corresponding stiffness reduction for the material.
The damage variable D takes values ranging from 0 (undamaged) to 1 (completely
damaged). Thus,
0≤<≤1

(19)

A value of D = 1 corresponds to a state of micro-crack initiation at the concerned grain
boundary. The evolution of damage at a material point can be related to the stress level at
that point through:
<
= Y(2, <)
X

(20)

9
<
Δ2
= 0Z
[
X
2H (1 − <)

(21)

where N is the number of stress cycles and 2 is a stress measure. A form of damage
equation for isotropic one-dimensional fatigue, derived from thermodynamic principles
[97–100] is:
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where, α is a constant dependent on the material properties, ∆2 is the critical stress range,
2H and

are temperature dependent material parameters that have to be empirically

determined. This equation can be used to simulate fretting wear as a surface fatigue
phenomenon.
The choice of critical stress quantity Δ2 is dependent on the type of loading experienced
by the bodies in contact. It has been hypothesized by Raje et al. [32] and Jalalahmadi &
Sadeghi [101] that Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) is caused by change in shear stress. In
addition, the shear stress undergoes two reversals in a Hertzian line contact unlike the
normal strain components which experience only one stress reversal [102]. Therefore in
the current investigation, where surface wear is being simulated for a Hertzian fretting
contact, it is reasonable to assume that the change in shear stress causes surface initiated
failure.
Δ2 ≡ Δ^

(22)

Integrating Equation (9) results in,

m

1
1  ∆τ 
∫0 dN = α ∫0 σ r (1 − D)  dD

(23)

1 σr 
N=
α m + 1  ∆τ 

(24)

N

1

m

where, N is the total number of cycles. Writing the wear volume, Vw as a product of the
worn area A and depth hw , and the total sliding distance s as 4δ N (where, δ is the
amplitude of motion in fretting contacts and N is total number of cycles), Equation (16)
with c=1 can be written as,
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hw =

1 0.8Sut FN 4δ N 1 0.8Sutσ 4δ N
=
E
AH
E
H

(25)

N=

hw E H
4δ 0.8Sut σ

(26)

Comparing Equations (24) and (26), with σ replaced by τ

m = 1;σ r = H ;α =

0.8Sut
E

(27)

Therefore, the gradient of damage parameter can be written as,

∆τ
dD 0.8Sut
=
dN
E H (1 − D )

(28)

It should be noted that the shear stress is calculated using FE for a given coefficient of
friction and normal load as an input to the model.

2.4

Finite Element Modeling of Damage

The damage evolution equation derived in the previous section is used to simulate fretting
wear in a two dimensional Hertzian line contact. The ABAQUS finite element package
was used for this analysis. Materials are composed of grains which are random in shape
and size, and can be approximated by a Voronoi tessellation [103–105]. In this model each
Voronoi polygon represents the morphology of a grain. For the finite element calculations
each Voronoi polygon is further divided into constant strain triangles. A rigid cylinder is
used for the upper body while the lower domain is deformable. A representative volume
element (RVE) region, which is near the contact, influences stress and damage calculations
the most. Therefore, the seed size of the Voronoi polygons in this region represents the
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approximate grain size under investigation and the rest of the domain consists of larger
Voronoi polygons and hence, a coarser mesh. A node-to-node contact is defined using the
Augmented Lagrangian approach, with the curved surface as master and bottom flat surface
(wear surface) as the slave. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the domain. The Hertzian
pressure profile obtained from the finite element model developed in this investigation
compares well with Hertzian theory as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 3: Description of the finite element model. (a) A 2 dimensional plane strain
Hertzian line contact. (b) Contact surfaces (c) Voronoi polygons used to tessellate the
domain (d) FE mesh obtained by dividing each Voronoi polygon into CST elements.
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Figure 4: Comparison of Hertzian pressure profiles obtained from the FE model with
theoretically calculated values.
Figure 5 shows fretting loops and von Mises stress near the contact surface. Fretting
motion was applied to the domain, and stress profiles and fretting loops were obtained for
partial slip and gross slip regimes. The von Mises stress is highest in regions of slip and
lower in regions of stick. The applied pressure was kept constant throughout all the fretting
cycles.

Figure 5: von Mises stress profiles (red showing high stress values) and fretting loops
obtained using the FE model for (a) Partial slip and (b) Gross slip regime.
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Damage is modeled by applying Equation (28) to every element within the material
domain. The stress range ∆τ is obtained for each element as a function of wear cycle N
using the ‘jump-in-cycles’ approach outlined by Lemaitre [96] and adopted by Slack et al.
[106], where damage evolution is assumed to be linear during one block of cycles.

When the accumulated damage of an element reaches 1 (critical damage), a crack is
initiated on the side which is also an edge of the Voronoi polygon. It is assumed that the
edges of the Voronoi polygon represent randomly distributed network of weak planes in
the domain along which fracture can occur. In this current investigation, the edges of a
Voronoi polygon represent grain boundaries. A crack is created by disconnecting the nodes
of the two adjacent elements, creating a second node at the same location and redefining
the element connectivity [102]. Multiple cracks are allowed to initiate during each block
of cycles. This is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Illustration of damage and crack propagation in a Voronoi polygon.
Once a crack initiates on an edge of a Voronoi polygon, it propagates towards the surface
due to high contact shear stress. When a crack has propagated along all edges of a Voronoi
polygon, the Voronoi cell is released from the microstructure matrix. Since, the cracks do
not nucleate inside the body for a large number of cycles (as observed in fatigue), the effect
of compressive stress and internal friction on the crack can be neglected. Therefore,
interaction between two edges of the crack is ignored in this model. The effect of wear
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debris is also neglected in the model, so the Voronoi cells are removed from the simulation
once they have detached from the body. Once a crack or a wear scar is formed, new nodes
are exposed to the surface and the contact is redefined by considering these nodes as a part
of the contact surface.

2.5

Wear Simulation Overview

The wear simulation technique used in this model is adapted from the work of Jalalahmadi
& Sadeghi [101]. A MATLAB based microstructure model generator defines the pristine
geometry of the bodies in contact and also creates an ABAQUS input file. The loading
fretting cycles are simulated in ABAQUS by specifying the boundary conditions as shown
in figure 1 such that the desired stress levels are obtained. The damage state variable is
coupled to the mechanical response of the wear surface in the finite element model by
defining the elastic modulus of each element to be dependent on the damage field. This
damage field is calculated by the user-defined subroutine, USDFLD in ABAQUS. A C++
post processor is used to read the stress values for each element. A MATLAB program
determines which edges are broken, adds nodes, removes Voronoi polygons and executes
the process to create a new input file. The new input file has updated information about
the nodes, elements and contact surfaces. The same process is then repeated using this new
input file. This continues until a desired convergence criterion is met. The entire process
is automated using a shell script.

The RVE is modeled by a Voronoi tessellation with a specified seed size. In this
investigation, an arbitrarily selected seed size of 4 microns is used.

A Design of

Experiments (DOE) is constructed to investigate the effect of hardness, Young’s modulus
and coefficient of friction. The values used to construct the design of experiments are listed
in Table 1.
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Table 1: Parameters used in this investigation.

Parameter
Hardness
Young's Modulus
Coefficient of Friction
Displacement amplitude
Initial Contact Pressure
Ultimate Tensile Strength

Values
4, 2.5, 1
200, 300, 400
0.5, 0.75, 1
1
1.75
2.5

Units
GPa
GPa
µm
GPa
GPa

The displacement amplitude is kept constant throughout the simulations. The applied load
of 450 N/mm, which would generate a maximum Hertzian pressure of 1.75 GPa, was
calculated for the undamaged surface and this load is kept constant throughout the
simulation. The value of ultimate tensile strength is also kept constant at 2.5 GPa for all
simulations.

2.6

Material Removal and Wear Scar

In order to compare the results obtained from the current FE model with experiments, the
material removal process and the wear scar shapes were quantitatively compared with the
experimental results for a partial slip condition. At the beginning of a test in the partial
slip condition, material is removed from the slip zone (outer edges of the contact) and the
stick zone remains unworn because it experiences low shear stress. After the material
wears out from the edge of the contact, the stick zone supports the entire load and high
pressure is observed at the boundary of stick and slip zones as shown in Figure 7. As the
simulation progresses, high contact pressures are observed on the outer edges of the stick
zone and material is removed from these areas, and as a result, the size of the stick zone
reduces. The total contact width also increases with the number of cycles. Figure 8
illustrates how the stick zone shrinks and the total contact width increases during the
simulation. Eventually, the entire stick zone is worn away after which the simulation is
stopped, because of instability in the solution procedure.
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Figure 7: Evolution of the contact surface and the corresponding contact pressure profiles
(shown in red) at different stages during a simulation.

Figure 8: Progression of the wear scar: The red arrow shows the shrinking stick zone and
the black dashed lines represent the initial contact zone.
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Fretting tests of a steel ball on sapphire window in the partial slip regime were conducted
to validate these findings while visually observing the contact. The test apparatus, the
experimental procedure and the materials have been described in detail by Leonard et al.
[107]. The experiments were conducted for 10,000 cycles at a frequency of 60 Hz. The
initial Hertzian pressure was 1.6 GPa. Figure 9 shows the evolution of stick and slip zones,
and formation of wear particles during the course of a test. In partial slip, the wear initiates
at the edge of the contact and the progresses towards the center of the contact. Most of the
wear debris is expelled from the contact region although some remains inside the contact.

Figure 9: Wear scar and debris on the sapphire surface when a steel ball is rubbed against
the surface in partial slip condition. N is the number of fretting cycles. The increasing
size of slip zone (marked by dashed lines) and the decreasing size of stick zone (marked
by red circle) can be observed.
The formation of cracks predicted by the model is similar to those seen in literature. Figure
10 shows the crack patterns from the model and etched cross sections of fretting wear scars
of steel surfaces. Multiple surface cracks were observed in the experiment and the current
model predicts a similar pattern. The shape of the wear scar and the adjoining cracks
predicted by the model is also similar to the cross section obtained from the experiment.
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Figure 10: Comparison of (a) etched cross section of wear scar [24] with analytical
results showing crack initiation on the surface. (b) Fretting wear scar cross section [108]
to the analytically obtained wear scars.
The wear volume is calculated by measuring the area of the removed Voronoi cells per unit
thickness of the domain. The number of cycles is obtained from the damage mechanics
law.

Figure 11: General wear curve obtained from the analytical model showing regions of
wear initiation and the wear rate ( ,H ).
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Figure 11 illustrates the wear volume results as a function of number of cycles obtained
from the current fretting wear model.

There is an incubation period before wear

commences, which, as described by Kragelsky [25] is the number of cycles until the first
surface crack initiates. Henceforth, this will be called the wear initiation period. Zhang et.
al. [109] have shown that during running-in the asperities produce a considerable amount
of wear. But in the current investigation, the effects of surface roughness are neglected so
there is no wear during running-in. The running-in period is also associated with the
stabilization of friction coefficient [110]. A linear curve-fit provides a good description of
wear loss following wear initiation, yielding the following equation:

Vw = Vwr N − Vwo

(29)

where Vw is the wear volume and N is the number of cycles. The slope of the line or wear
rate is denoted by Vwr and the y-intercept is denoted by −Vwo .
Archard’s equation for a fretting contact can be written as:

VAR =

k AR FN 4δ N
H

(30)

where, VAR is the wear volume as obtained from Archard’s equation, k AR is the
dimensionless Archard’s coefficient, FN is the normal force, 4δ is distance traversed in one
cycle, where δ is the displacement amplitude, H is hardness and N is the number of
cycles. Equation (30) can be rewritten as:
VAR k AR FN 4δ
=
N
H

(31)

where, VAR / N represents the slope of Archard’s wear law. In order to compare the finite
element results of the current model to Archard’s wear law, the wear rate Vwr obtained from
the model is compared with the slope obtained from Archard’s wear law. Using the values
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of normal force FN , displacement amplitude δ and hardness H , the value of wear
coefficient from the proposed damage mechanics model, kGS can be written as:
Vwr =

VAR kGS FN 4δ
=
N
H

(32)

kGS =

Vwr H
FN 4δ

(33)

The coefficient kGS thus obtained can be compared to Archard’s wear coefficients found in
literature.

2.7

Effect of Hardness on Wear

A series of tests were carried out with a variety of different values of hardness, Young’s
modulus and coefficient of friction.

The results obtained from the simulations are

summarized in Table 2.

Three different values of hardness were evaluated in this study: 4 GPa, 2.5 GPa and 1 GPa.
The study has been repeated over different values of Young’s modulus and coefficient of
friction to check for consistency. Figure 12 illustrates the effect of hardness on wear loss.
As the value of hardness decreases, the initiation of the first crack is expedited and number
of cycles to wear initiation is reduced. This is due to a higher wear resistance term in the
damage equation (Equation (28)). As hardness decreases the wear rate increases. These
results are consistent for all values of Young’s modulus and coefficient of friction.

Figure 13 shows that Vwr decreases as H increases for all values of Young’s modulus and
coefficient of friction.
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Figure 14 illustrates that the analytically calculated wear coefficient kGS is independent of
hardness. This is in agreement with Archard’s wear law and verifies that the variables k AR
and H are independent.

Table 2: Summary of the results obtained from the simulations at different values of H, E
and µ.

H (GPa)
4
4
4
2.5
2.5
2.5
1
1
1
4
4
4
2.5
2.5
2.5
1
1
1
4
4
4
2.5
2.5
2.5
1
1
1

E (GPa)
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

µ
0.5
0.75
1
0.5
0.75
1
0.5
0.75
1
0.5
0.75
1
0.5
0.75
1
0.5
0.75
1
0.5
0.75
1
0.5
0.75
1
0.5
0.75
1

Vwr
8.52
8.47
6.7
13
13.38
13.61
30.91
33.49
33.255
4.138
4.4855
4.5701
6.4052
7.2879
7.3697
16.329
17.993
18.319
5.2344
5.84
4.5701
8.2208
9.787
7.369
20.903
23.766
18.319

−Vwo
5385.9
4716.2
3586
5734
4529
4632
4812
4547.7
4504.3
2451.1
2344.4
2457.9
2362.3
2443.8
2473.6
2414.1
2397.5
2346.8
3131.5
3413.4
2457.9
3050
3600.3
2473.6
3121.4
3482.6
2346.8

kGS
1.89E-02
1.88E-02
1.49E-02
1.81E-02
1.86E-02
1.89E-02
1.72E-02
1.86E-02
1.85E-02
9.20E-03
9.97E-03
1.02E-02
8.90E-03
1.01E-02
1.02E-02
9.07E-03
1.00E-02
1.02E-02
1.16E-02
1.30E-02
1.02E-02
1.14E-02
1.36E-02
1.02E-02
1.16E-02
1.32E-02
1.02E-02
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3500

Wear Volume (µm2/µm)

3000
H4mu0.5
H4mu0.75
H4mu1
H2.5mu0.5
H2.5mu0.75
H2.5mu1
H1mu0.5
H1mu0.75
H1mu1

2500
2000
8.5199,-5385.9
8.4701,-4716.2
6.7386,-3586
7.3796,-2516.8
13.379,-4528.9
13.612,-4631.9
30.911,-4812
33.492,-4547.7
33.255,-4504.3

1500
1000
500
0
0

500
1000
Number of Cycles

1500

(a)
3500

Wear Volume (µm2/µm)

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

5.2344,-3131.5
5.84,-3413.4
4.5701,-2457.9
8.0862,-2980.9
8.8967,-3179.4
7.3697,-2473.6
20.25,-2987.1
21.565,-3065.9
18.319,-2346.8
500
1000
1500
Number of Cycles

H4mu0.5
H4mu0.75
H4mu1
H2.5mu0.5
H2.5mu0.75
H2.5mu1
H1mu0.5
H1mu0.75
H1mu1

(b)
Figure 12: Wear volume vs. number of cycles at (a) E=200 GPa (b) E=300 GPa & (c)
E=400 GPa. The numbers in the box represent the slope (Vwr) and the intercept (-Vwo)
value.
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3500

Wear Volume (µm2/µm)

3000
2500

2000
1500

1000
500

0
0

4.138,-2451.1
4.4855,-2344.4
4.5701,-2457.9
6.4052,-2362.3
7.2879,-2443.8
7.3697,-2473.6
16.329,-2414.1
17.993,-2397.5
18.319,-2346.8
500
1000
1500
Number of Cycles

H4mu0.5
H4mu0.75
H4mu1
H2.5mu0.5
H2.5mu0.75
H2.5mu1
H1mu0.5
H1mu0.75
H1mu1

(c)
Figure 12: Continued.

Figure 13: Representation of the slope (Vwr) at different hardness values and curve fit
across the points showing that the wear rate decreases as hardness increases.
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Figure 14: Representation of _` calculated at different values of hardness and a curve fit
across the points showing that _` is independent of hardness.

2.8

Effect of Young’s Modulus on Wear

Three different values of Young’s modulus: 200 GPa, 300 GPa and 400 GPa were analyzed
in this investigation. The results have been summarized in Table 2 and the wear volume is
shown as a function of number of cycles in Figure 15.
3500

Wear Volume (µm2/µm)

3000
E200mu0.5
E200mu0.75
E200mu1
E300mu0.5
E300mu0.75
E300mu1
E400mu0.5
E400mu0.75
E400mu1

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

30.911,-4812
33.492,-4547.7
33.255,-4504.3
20.25,-2987.1
21.565,-3065.9
18.319,-2346.8
16.329,-2414.1
17.993,-2397.5
18.319,-2346.8
500
1000
Number of Cycles

1500

(a)
Figure 15: Wear volume vs number of cycles at (a) H=1 GPa (b) H=2.5 GPa & (c) H=4
GPa. The numbers in the box represent the slope (Vwr) and the intercept (-Vwo) value.
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3500

Wear Volume (µm2/µm)

3000
2500
2000
7.1222,-2312
13.379,-4528.9
13.612,-4631.9
8.0862,-2980.9
8.8967,-3179.4
7.3697,-2473.6
6.4052,-2362.3
7.2879,-2443.8
7.3697,-2473.6

1500
1000
500
0
0

500
1000
Number of Cycles

E200mu0.5
E200mu0.75
E200mu1
E300mu0.5
E300mu0.75
E300mu1
E400mu0.5
E400mu0.75
E400mu1

1500

(b)
3500

Wear Volume (µm2/µm)

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

8.5199,-5385.9
8.4701,-4716.2
6.7386,-3586
5.2344,-3131.5
5.84,-3413.4
4.5701,-2457.9
4.138,-2451.1
4.4855,-2344.4
4.5701,-2457.9
500
1000
1500
Number of Cycles

(c)
Figure 15: Continued.

E200mu0.5
E200mu0.75
E200mu1
E300mu0.5
E300mu0.75
E300mu1
E400mu0.5
E400mu0.75
E400mu1
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Figure 16: Representation of the slope (Vwr) at different values of Young’s modulus and
curve fit across the points showing that the wear rate decreases almost linearly as the
Young’s modulus increases.

Figure 16 and Figure 17 summarize the effect of Young’s modulus on the wear rate and
wear coefficient respectively. Materials with lower value of Young’s modulus have lower
fracture toughness.

The role of fracture toughness in the wear of metals has been

investigated by Hornbogen [36], who found that when the applied strain is larger than a
material dependent critical strain, the wear rate becomes dependent on toughness. It can
therefore be argued that after wear initiation, applied strain is higher than critical strain,
which leads to an increased probability of crack progression. The effect of Young’s
modulus on wear initiation period is minimal. At lower values of hardness, the effect on
the wear initiation period is further reduced. The wear rate is inversely proportional to
Young’s modulus for all values of hardness and coefficient of friction. As the Young’s
modulus becomes larger, kGS becomes smaller.
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Figure 17: Representation of kGS at different values of Young’s modulus and curve fit
across the points showing that kGS is dependent on the Young’s modulus.

2.9

Effect of Coefficient of Friction on Wear

The effect of coefficient of friction on wear was analyzed for values of 0.5, 0.75 and 1. In
experimental investigations the stabilized coefficient of friction following the running-in
period is typically in this range. Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the effect of coefficient of
friction on wear rate and wear coefficient. The coefficient of friction at the contact in this
model is an independent input and different from the theoretical coefficient of friction in
Equation (12). The applied coefficient of friction affects the frictional shear stress and
maximum shear force because the contact is in partial slip and the displacement amplitude
is being held constant. Figure 12 and Figure 15 indicate that the coefficient of friction
doesn’t affect the wear rate or the wear initiation period significantly in comparison to
hardness and Young’s modulus. This is also illustrated in Figure 18. Figure 19 shows that
the wear coefficient kGS is independent of the contact shear stresses calculated using
coefficient of friction in the range of 0.5 to 1. This shows that contact shear stresses have
much less influence on wear than material properties like hardness and Young’s modulus.
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Figure 18: Representation of the slope ( ,H ) at different values of coefficient of friction
and curve fit across the points showing that the wear rate is almost independent of the
coefficient of friction.

Figure 19: Representation of the _` at different values of coefficient of friction and
curve fit across the points showing that _` is almost independent of the coefficient of
friction.
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2.10 Combined Effect of Hardness, Young’s Modulus and Coefficient of Friction on Wear
The combined effect of all the parameters used in this study is analyzed by performing a
regression analysis on the Design of Experiments. Three independent regression analyses
have been performed for the wear rate Vwr , wear coefficient kGS and the number of cycles
to wear initiation Vwo / Vwr .
Following are the regression equations obtained for each of the responses:

Vwr = 40.3 - 5.95 H (GPa) - 0.0414 E (GPa) + 0.09 µ

(34)

kGS = 0.0262 - 0.000065 H (GPa) - 0.000041 E (GPa) - 0.00057 µ

(35)

Vwo / Vwr = 102 + 142 H (GPa) - 0.0940 E (GPa) - 98.3 µ

(36)

A more in depth analysis was performed on the effect of the two most important variables:
hardness and Young’s modulus. Contour plots were generated to illustrate the relationship
of the parameters. Figure 20 shows the map of

,H ,

_` and

,V / ,H

for different values

of hardness and Young’s modulus. The green regions show maximum and blue minimum
wear rates.
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(b)
Figure 20: The relationship of hardness and Young’s modulus to (a) wear rate
wear coefficient _` and (c) wear initiation period ,V / ,H .

,H

(b)
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(c)
Figure 20: Continued.
Figure 20 depicts that wear rate is affected by both the material properties, E and H .
Materials with higher E will have lower wear coefficients resulting in lower wear rate
while materials with a higher H are more likely to resist wear because of their longer wear
initiation period and lower wear rate.

These maps can be used to calculate the total wear volume at a particular value of hardness,
Young’s modulus and number of cycles using Equation (28). It should be however, noted
that these values are calculated at a particular initial contact pressure (1 GPa) and
displacement amplitude (1 µm). Similar results can be obtained for different contact
pressures and displacement amplitudes to build an extensive database of wear results based
on material properties.

2.11 Comparison with Experimental Archard’s Wear Coefficients
The wear coefficients obtained analytically from the simulations kGS are compared to
Archard’s coefficient k AR available in the literature. Challen & Oxley [27] demonstrated
that when the primary wear mechanism is low cycle fatigue in sliding wear, Archard’s wear
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coefficient, k AR increases with decrease in surface roughness. The wear coefficient is
significantly higher for dry contact compared to lubricated contacts. Figure 21 depicts the
range of wear coefficient values which can occur for different surface roughness and
lubricating conditions. The region enclosed within the dotted lines represents wear on a
very fine surface without lubrication. This is similar to the conditions used in this
investigation. The range of analytically calculated coefficients kGS obtained from this
model and listed in Table 2 is between 8.9 x 10-3 to 1.9 x 10-2. This is within the order of
Archard’s wear coefficient k AR values (10-4 to 10-2) obtained from Figure 21, for dry
contact of smooth surfaces.

Figure 21: Comparison of k with f and α [27]; f ≈ 1, for dry contact, α ≈ 0.1 for very
smooth surfaces.

The wear coefficients from the current investigation are higher than the experimentally
observed values of Archard’s wear coefficient because the Archard wear law does not
account for the wear initiation zone. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Schematic representation of the Archard’s wear law on the wear results
obtained from the simulations, showing that slope of the simulated wear curve (Vwr) will
always be greater for a particular wear volume at certain number of cycles compared to
the slope obtained by Archard’s wear law (VArchard).

2.12 Conclusions
In this work, a new approach for modeling fretting wear in partial slip regime is proposed.
A wear law is derived for fretting of similar materials without lubrication. This wear law
is implemented using the damage mechanics approach in a finite element model. The wear
rates and wear coefficients from the model are in agreement with those available in the
literature. This demonstrates that a wear equation using only material properties, normal
load and sliding distance can be used to model fretting wear and obtain wear rates similar
to those obtained experimentally and reported in the literature. Therefore, a single wear
law dependent on material properties can be applied to a range of materials to model
fretting wear.

The effect of hardness, Young’s modulus and coefficient of friction on wear was analyzed
and the results are in qualitative agreement with the literature. The effect of these
parameters is quantified by using statistical methods. Hardness had a significant effect on
wear initiation time while Young's modulus had the largest effect on the wear coefficient.
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The influence of coefficient of friction on wear was found to be less significant compared
to the influence of material properties. A regression analysis was performed and regression
equations were obtained which can be used to predict the wear volume after a certain
number of cycles. Since, Young's modulus and hardness had the largest effect on wear,
wear maps were created showing their interaction with wear rate, wear coefficient and wear
initiation time.
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CHAPTER 3. SUBSURFACE INITIATED FRETTING WEAR MODEL

3.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, fretting wear is modeled as a surface fatigue phenomenon. The
cracks that resulted in material removal initiated on the surface. While surface initiated
failure is predominantly observed in contact of brittle materials with high coefficient of
friction, ductile failure is initiated by formation of microcracks at the interface between
precipitates in the subsurface [111]. Subsurface cracks are also initiated from voids or
dislocation pile ups causing material removal as these cracks propagate to the surface [22].
Subsurface crack initiation is also one of the dominant mechanisms of rolling contact
fatigue. The cracks originate at the location of maximum shear stress reversal [112].

Occurrence of subsurface cracks has also been noticed in fretting wear as well. Waterhouse
observed that the loss of fretting debris produced in fretting contact is similar in manner to
delamination [113]. The delamination theory of wear proposed by Suh is based on subsurface crack and void formation, and joining of cracks by shear deformation of the surface
[22]. It has also been observed that at large slip amplitudes, microcracks may initiate just
below the surface and link with other cracks to form a large wear particle [1]. Gaul and
Duquette (1980) [114] showed extensive sub-surface cracking (till 50 µm) due to fretting
of tempered martensite steel.

The major emphasis of the current work is to investigate a general relationship between
sub-surface crack growth and fretting wear using Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics theory
coupled with finite element analysis. A stress based numerical model thus proposed would
help minimizing the dependence on experimental results to predict wear rates. It is
assumed that the effect of microstructure on fatigue crack growth and wear rates is minimal
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and therefore, has been ignored in the current model. A mode II fracture criteria is used to
simulate crack propagation and Paris’ law is used to calculate the number of cycles. When
the crack reaches the surface, it is assumed that the material enclosed by the crack is
removed, creating a wear scar. The dimensions of the wear scars are recorded to calculate
the wear volume. The effect of maximum Hertzian pressure, coefficient of friction,
displacement amplitude and depth of initial crack on crack propagation rate and wear rate
is studied. Crack propagation rates and wear rates are also correlated, and the wear rates
obtained are compared to dissipated energy wear law.

3.2

Application of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics to Fretting Wear

The model developed for this investigation assumes that a crack has been initiated in the
subsurface and propagation is based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). A
combined mode crack propagation criteria is used and an FEA model is constructed to
predict the crack propagation paths and number of cycles until the crack reaches the
surface, leading to material removal.

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) has been widely used to predict crack
propagation paths and life of components subject to fatigue failure. In fretting and other
types of wear, the failure could be caused by surface or subsurface fatigue. It has been
shown that the fatigue crack growth rates correlate well with the modulus of elasticity and
not with parameters such as Yield strength [115,116]. This indicates that although the
crack tip is plastic, the elastic properties of the material determine crack extension in cyclic
loading situations. Therefore, LEFM can be extended to model the crack propagation
behavior in fretting wear.

The basic fracture modes are shown in Figure 23: Mode I (Tension, opening Mode), Mode
II (In-plane shear, sliding Mode) and Mode III (Out of plane shear, tearing mode) and any
fracture mode in a cracked body may be described by one of the three modes or their
combination.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 23: Schematic of basic fracture modes: (a) Mode I, (b) Mode II, (c) Mode III.
In the present investigation, the Mode III fracture mode is eliminated because a 2
dimensional domain is considered for analysis. Under combined Mode I and Mode II
loading, the near tip stress fields are given by:

2aa =
and,
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e 3
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2
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where, 2ai is the normal stress field and ^Ha is the shear stress field around the crack tip.

?@ and ?@@ are the mode I and mode II Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) respectively. The

SIFs are calculated using the Modified Crack Closure (MCC) method [117]. This method
states that the energy released during crack extension is equal to the work done in closing
the opened crack surfaces. A schematic of a square finite element mesh [118] near the
crack tip is shown in Figure 24, and the nodal forces at node U() before crack extension are
denoted by -jR and -QR for horizontal and vertical components respectively.
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Figure 24: Virtual crack extension simulated by finite elements [118].
After crack extension, nodes U and  separate and their displacements are given by &.
Since, Δ)/) is very small, the nodal displacements at nodes U and  can be approximated

by the nodal displacements at nodes ) and k, respectively as shown in Figure 2(b). The

forces and displacements thus obtained are used to calculate the work done during the crack

closure process. The work done or the strain energy release rate ( ) can be divided into
Mode I and Mode II corresponding to the opening (in vertical direction) and sliding (in
horizontal) displacements respectively. Therefore, the strain energy release rate can be
expressed as:
l

@ = fmn -QR o&Qn − &Qp q
l

@@ = fmn -jR (&jn − &jp )

(39)
(40)

The stress intensity factors are calculated from the strain energy release rates using the
following relations:

?@ = r

@ .
@@ .
r
)h
?
=
@@
1 − sf
1 − sf

(41)
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There are several criteria for mixed mode fracture. Erdogan and Sih [119] proposed a
maximum tensile stress criterion which assumes that the crack extension occurs in the
direction at which the circumferential stress 2aa is maximum. In addition, Sih [120]
proposed a mixed mode fracture criterion based on the strain energy density concept in

which the crack extends in the direction of minimum strain energy density. A number of
researchers [121–123] have worked on Maximum Energy Release Rate criteria in which
the crack grows in the direction along which the maximum potential energy is released.

Crack tip extension by alternating shear plays an important role in fracture, especially at
the tip of cleavage and fatigue cracks. Characteristic micro-scale wavy slip markings
parallel to the crack front, suggesting crack extension by alternating shear, have been
observed by Pelloux [111]. Bold et al. [124] observed that rolling contact fatigue cracks
propagate in the plane of maximum shear stress. It has also been hypothesized by Raje et
al. [32] and Jalalahmadi & Sadeghi [101] that rolling contact fatigue is caused by reversal
of shear stress and that the Mode I growth is limited due to high compressive load on the
crack faces. Shear stress reversal has also been used by the authors as a criterion in damage
mechanics based model of fretting wear [80].
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Figure 25: A schematic of the domain used in current investigation. (a) Hertzian line
contact with a symmetric crack about the vertical axis showing loads and boundary
conditions (b) A more detailed view of the crack showing the compressive forces on the
crack faces (c) Shear stress distribution around the crack tips showing minimum and
maximum shear stress at the crack tip (d) Shear stress direction around the crack tip.
In a Hertzian contact as shown in Figure 25, the crack is under triaxial compressive state
of stress (load) and hence crack extension due to Mode I loading is assumed to be
suppressed. Also, as illustrated in Figure 26, the shear stress at the crack tips shows
alternating behavior because of the sinusoidal fretting motion. In Figure 26, the change in
mode I and mode II SIFs are plotted against the number of crack extensions until the crack
reaches the surface. It exhibits that at each crack tip position (before each crack extension)

during the course of propagation of the crack, the change in mode II (t?@@ ) SIF is
substantially higher than the change in mode I SIF (t?@ ). A higher value of Δ?@@ validates

the assumption that due to triaxial compression and alternating shear load on the crack,
propagation is dominated by mode II and mode I is suppressed. This demonstrates that the
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crack will continue to grow approximately in its own plane, which results in shallow cracks
as observed in delamination and spall formation in rolling contact fatigue. To evaluate
crack propagation directions based on mode II, the radial shear stress component around a
crack tip is considered:

^Ha =

1

e 1
1
cos Z ?@ $ghe + ?@@ (3U$e − 1)[
2 2
2
b(2D )

(42)

Figure 26: Shear stress profiles at the left and right crack tips during a fretting cycle,
showing the alternating behavior of shear stress at the crack tips.
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Figure 27: ΔK u and ΔK uu evaluated at a crack tip as the crack progresses from sub-surface
to the surface.
The difference between the maximum and minimum shear stress can be calculated at a
particular location using the above expression:

Δ^Ha =

1

e 1
1
cos Z Δ?@ $ghe + Δ?@@ (3U$e − 1)[
2 2
2
b(2D )

(43)

where, Δ?@ and Δ?@@ are the difference between the maximum and minimum SIFs during
a fretting cycle for mode I and mode II respectively. Since, it is assumed that the crack

propagation is most influenced by alternating shear stress, the crack will propagate in a
direction where the alternating shear stress is maximum. The criteria to evaluate the crack
propagation direction can be stated as:

Δ^Ha
=0
e

(44)
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The above equation is solved numerically by evaluating the value of e for which the

derivative of Δ^Ha is smallest. The angle thus obtained is the angle in which the crack will
propagate with respect to the current plane of the crack.

3.3

The Finite Element Model and LEFM Assumptions

The Hertzian contact model described in Figure 25 is simulated using the ABAQUS Finite
Element software. The cylinder (upper body) and the semi-infinite domain (lower body)
are tessellated using linear order plane strain triangles. External load is applied to the upper
body and the lower body is fixed. In addition, horizontal sinusoidal motion of small
amplitude is applied to the upper body to simulate fretting, both in partial and gross slip
regime. A crack is created by modeling each crack face as a surface and creating a penalty
contact routine between the surfaces. In the domain under investigation, the crack would
tend to close due to compressive load on each crack face and hence, contact between crack
faces cannot be ignored.

After the completion of a fretting cycle, the force and displacement values at the crack tip
and the neighboring nodes on the crack face are extracted. These values are used to
calculate the strain energy release rates for mode I and mode II using Equations (39) and
(40). The SIFs are then obtained from strain energy release rates using Equation (41). The
difference is obtained between maximum and minimum SIFs, which is used to calculate
the crack propagation angle and the number of cycles required for a crack to extend by a

specified length (Δ)). To obtain a more accurate singular stress field, the mesh around the
crack tip needs to be highly refined. This is obtained by defining a circle of finely meshed
zone around both the crack tips. An automatic adaptive mesh refinement technique
incorporated into the Triangle meshing software [125] was used which moves with the
crack tip and maintains the same level of refinement as the crack extends during a
simulation while limiting the computational effort required for the analysis. Figure 28
illustrates the adaptive meshing technique over the course of crack growth to the surface.
The radius of this finely meshed zone is dependent on the radius of the cyclic plastic zone
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and the crack extension length. The crack extension length (Δ)) stays constant during the
entire simulation.

Figure 28: Adaptive meshing technique: creating a refined mesh around the crack tips as
the crack extends towards the surface (a to f).
Since linear elastic fracture mechanics predicts and inverse square-root singularity at a
crack tip, it is evident that the elastic stress will exceed the yield stress when approaching
the crack tip. As a result, a plastic zone develops around the crack tip. The size of this
plastic zone can be calculated from expressions available in the literature. Based on von
Mises yield criteria, under monotonic loading, the plastic zone radius in the plane of crack
for plane strain situations is:
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And for cyclic loading with R = 0, the plastic zone radius is usually one fourth of the
monotonic loading:
f

0.16 ?@A
#v =
x y = 1.38 
8D 2Q

(46)

The above expressions are evaluated assuming a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3.
The properties used in the above calculation are for 52100 bearing steel [126], (2Q =

1220 z) and ?@A = 18 z)√ ). The crack extension is selected such that Δ) { #v ,
and the extended crack lies outside the plastic zone; this provides that the solution is
dominated by linear elastic concept. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Schematic of the crack and the associated plastic zone radius, crack extension
and the refined mesh zone.
The size of the domain is checked for the validity of LEFM according to ASME standard,
which states that the plastic zone size should be about 1/25th of the other geometrical
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dimensions. Therefore, the Hertzian half-contact width (k), length (| ) and width ( ) of the
semi-infinite domain should be more than 25#v . The values are presented in the Table 3.
Table 3: Comparison of the model dimensions to the dimensions required for validity of
LEFM.
Model
Parameters Dimensions ( )
200
k
1000
|
700

3.4

Required (25#v )
( )
35
35
35

Life Calculation

It is established that, if the crack extension per loading cycle is plotted against the logarithm
of the change in SIF at the crack tip, the shape of the curve is independent of the material.
A typical curve is shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30: A typical plot of crack extension per cycle vs. the logarithm of the change in
stress intensity factor.
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Three regimes of crack growth are observed: threshold regime (A), steady growth regime
(B) and static mode regime (C). In region A, the crack extension can be in several atomic
dimensions in some cycles while it may not grow in some cycles. In region C, the SIF
increases significantly and the crack extension is very large. Therefore, in these regions,
the relationship between the crack extension per cycle and logarithm of change in SIF is
non-linear. In region B, cracks grow at constant increments per cycle and the SIF changes
slowly. Fatigue life is mostly given by cracks propagating in this region and is calculated
using the Paris’ law [127]. The Paris’ law provides the crack extension per cycle as a
function of the change in SIF:

)
= 5(Δ?)9
X

(47)

The change in stress intensity factor (SIF) in the above equation is the equivalent SIF
calculated by considering a combined mode I and mode II loading:

Δ? = ~Δ?@f + Δ?@@f

(48)

The law assumes that the stress ratio, # = 0 and is mostly valid in the range 10 to 10
mm/cycle. The linear or the steady state region is usually valid in the range 10 to 10

mm/cycle. There is no dependence on the absolute dimensions of the crack. In section
2.2, it is shown that LEFM is valid in the current model. Therefore, Paris’ Law can be used
to calculate the propagation life for a subsurface crack. The propagation life is defined as
the number of cycles required for a subsurface crack to propagate to the surface. The value
of the coefficients 5 and

used in the current analysis are obtained from literature for a

martensitic steel: 5 = 1.36  10l m/cycle MPa√m and

=2.25.
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3.5

Crack Propagation Paths

It has been established that alternating shear at crack tips is the primary cause of crack
propagation in a domain which is under triaxial compression and alternating contact shear
load. This concept is used to simulate sub-surface crack propagation beginning with an
initial crack length of 5

under gross slip fretting conditions. These simulations are used

to investigate the effect of modulus of elasticity, normal force, coefficient of friction,
displacement amplitude and depth of crack on propagation path and life.

Figure 31: Shear stress contours at two different instances during a fretting cycle in gross
slip and partial slip regime.
Figure 31 depicts the shear stress contours at the contact interface during a fretting cycle
in gross slip and partial slip regime.

The shear stress changes direction when the

reciprocating body changes direction of motion.

As a result, the contact surface

experiences the maximum reversal of shear stress. Since, a mode II propagation criteria is
assumed, the alternating shear stress at the surface and subsurface affects the crack
propagation path. The magnitude of the alternating shear stress depends on the normal
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load and coefficient of friction. The alternating shear stress at a crack tip depends on the
location of the tip and its growth direction will be effected by shear stress in the domain.

The effects of maximum Hertzian pressure, coefficient of friction, initial crack depth from
contact surface and displacement amplitude on crack propagation paths are analyzed. It is
observed that the crack propagates in plane initially and then gradually moves towards the
surface. When the crack reaches the surface, significant material is removed and a wear
scar is created. The propagation path affects the length of the wear scar, which is defined
in the direction of motion. Since the crack only propagates towards the surface, the
maximum depth of wear scar is the depth of initial crack from the contact surface.

3.6

Effect of Initial Crack Location Relative to the Contact Location

Suh [128] suggested that the size of the region over which cracks nucleate increases with
the increased applied loads. In addition, the crack nucleation sites depend on material
defects like voids and may happen anywhere in the subsurface irrespective of the contact
location and contact width. To study the effect of location on propagation path, three
different analyses were conducted, with cracks created at the left edge, center and right

edge of the Hertzian contact as shown in Figure 32. The initial crack length is 5 μm and
the depth from the contact surface is fixed at 10 μm.

Figure 32: Schematic of the initial crack locations with respect to the Hertzian pressure
profile.
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Figure 33: Propagation paths of an initial crack of length 5  created at a depth of 10
 for (a) Left crack (b) Center crack and (c) Right crack.
Figure 33 illustrates the influence of contact shear stress on crack propagation paths. The
centerline crack is a straight line drawn through the center of the initial crack. For a center
crack (Figure 33 (b)), contact shear stress is symmetrical on both sides of the crack as
illustrated in Figure 31 and therefore, the propagation paths are also symmetrical about the
crack centerline. For a crack located at the left edge of the Hertzian contact width (Figure
33 (a)), the contact shear stress reduces outside the contact region while it increases inside
the contact region. Therefore, the contact shear stress is unsymmetrical and as a result, the
propagation path extends more towards the region of higher contact shear stress. In this
region, crack growth is influenced more by shear stress because of which the crack growth
is more parallel to the surface and the crack travels a longer distance to reach the surface.
A similar trend can be observed for a crack created at the right edge of the Hertzian contact
(Figure 33 (c)).

3.7

Effect of Coefficient of Friction

The coefficient of friction is instrumental in deciding crack nucleation and propagation. It
has been suggested [128] that coefficient of friction increases the depth at which a crack is
nucleated. The crack propagation paths are obtained for three different coefficient of
friction values (0.1, 0.3, and 0.6) at the contact interface with an initial crack depth of 10

and 25 . All the simulations are done for an initial crack of length 5 , which is created

at the center, symmetrically about the Hertzian pressure line. The maximum Hertzian
pressure is fixed at 1 GPa and the displacement amplitude is fixed at 5

for the
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propagation paths obtained at coefficients of friction of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.6. The crack paths
are illustrated in Figure 34.

Figure 34: Propagation paths at different coefficients of friction for an initial crack depth
of (a) 10  and (b) 25  . The maximum Hertzian pressure is 1 GPa and the
displacement amplitude is 5  . The arrow shows the length of the wear scar.

(a)

(b)

Figure 35: Effect of coefficient of friction on wear scar length for depth of initial crack
(a) 10  , and (b) 25  at extreme values of maximum Hertzian pressure and
displacement amplitude considered in this study.
The wear scar lengths are shown in Figure 34 for three different coefficients of friction and
two different initial crack depths. The effect of coefficient of friction on wear scar lengths
is shown in Figure 13 for two different depths of initial crack. Figure 35 illustrates that in
gross slip conditions, wear scar lengths increase with coefficient of friction. In addition,
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the wear scar lengths show significant increase as coefficient of friction changes from 0.1
to 0.3 for most combination of variables. Cracks originating deeper in the body have longer
wear scar lengths but coefficient of friction does not have a major influence on such cracks.

It’s important to note that the number of cycles required to reach the surface is independent
of the crack propagation paths. Therefore, even if scar length decreases as coefficient of
friction increases, the number of cycles required to reach the surface may decrease or
increase. This is discussed in detail in section 3.2.

3.8

Effect of Maximum Hertzian Pressure

For a fixed geometry, the maximum Hertzian pressure increases with normal load. It is
known that crack nucleation occurs at a larger depth from the contact surface as normal
load (Hertzian pressure) is increased. Since the Hertzian pressure induces a compressive
stress in the domain, mode II fracture criterion becomes more dominant as the Hertzian
pressure increases. As a result, the propagation paths are also affected as Hertzian pressure
changes. Three different values of maximum Hertzian pressure (0.5, 1 and 2 GPa) were
used to investigate propagation paths of cracks created at a depth of 10 and 25 . Since,
the geometry of the bodies in contact is unaltered, the half contact widths (k) change with
the maximum Hertzian pressure, the values of which are 48, 95 and 191 

for 0.5, 1 and

2 GPa of maximum Hertzian pressure respectively. All the simulations are conducted for
an initial crack length of 5

at the center of the Hertzian pressure and repeated for three

coefficients of friction (0.1, 0.3 and 0.6). The displacement amplitude is kept constant at
5 . The crack paths for coefficient of friction 0.3 are demonstrated in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Propagation paths at different Hertzian pressures for an initial crack depth of
(a) 10  and (b) 25  . The coefficient of friction is 0.3 and the displacement
amplitude is 5  .
Figure 37 shows the effect of maximum Hertzian pressure on wear scar length for different
values of initial crack depth and extreme values of coefficient of friction (0.1 and 1) and

displacement amplitude (1 and 10  ). It should be noted that the contact may exhibit
partial slip behavior at displacement amplitude of 1 

while it is more likely to be in

gross slip regime at higher amplitudes. At higher displacement amplitudes (10  ), the
wear scar length increases with increase in maximum Hertzian pressure. The contact is in

gross slip within the range of applied load and coefficient of friction values considered.
Contacts in partial slip regime are observed to have longer wear scars because the peak
shear stress occurs only at the edge of the Hertzian contact area. At lower amplitudes

(1 ), the wear scar length is maximum at a particular range of maximum Hertzian
pressure (1.5 to 2 GPa). As Hertzian pressure increases, the following happens:

1. If the coefficient of friction is low, the location of maximum shear stress in the body
is no longer on the surface and move away from the surface, causing a decrease in
wear scar length. If the geometry stays same, higher contact pressures result in
longer half contact widths and the location of maximum shear stress is a function
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of contact half width. Also, this phenomenon is more evident in deeper cracks (d =

25 μm) compared to shallow cracks.

2. If the coefficient of friction is high, the contact tends to move towards partial slip
regime at higher values of Hertzian pressure, and wear scar length increases. At
lower values of displacement amplitudes, the contact goes into partial slip, and the
wear scar length increases.
3. Therefore it can be concluded that if the contact is in partial slip regime, the wear
scars in the direction of fretting motion are longer compared to gross slip regime.
If the contact pressure is increased beyond a critical value and the coefficient of
friction is low, the maximum shear stress no longer occurs on the surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 37: Effect of maximum Hertzian pressure on wear scar length for depth of initial
crack (a) 10  , and (b) 25  at extreme value of coefficient of friction and
displacement amplitudes considered in this study.
3.9

Effect of Displacement Amplitude

At the same load and contact geometry, displacement amplitude effects contact slip and
hence fretting regime. An increase in displacement amplitude shifts the fretting regime
towards gross slip. As discussed in the previous sections, propagation paths are affected
by contact slip, and hence study of the effect of displacement amplitude on propagation
paths is important. The displacement amplitudes used to study the propagation paths are 1



and 5  . Figure 38 demonstrates the propagation paths for the two displacement
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amplitudes when the cracks are initiated at depths of 10 

and 25 . The Hertzian

pressure is kept constant at 1 GPa and the coefficient of friction is 0.6.

In partial slip regime, the contact shear stress is present only at the edge of the Hertzian
contact and is nearly zero in the central stick zone. Therefore, the crack propagates more
outward towards the slip region from the center before reaching the surface. As a result,
the wear scar lengths in partial slip regime are higher than the gross slip regime. Figure 39
depicts the effect of displacement amplitude on scar length for various values of maximum
Hertzian pressure and depth of initial crack. As the maximum Hertzian pressure increases
from 0.5 GPa to 2 GPa, the fretting regime at displacement amplitude of 1 

shifts from

gross slip to partial slip regime. This effect can be observed for initial crack depths of 10



as well as 25  .

Figure 38: Propagation paths at different displacement amplitudes for an initial crack
depth of (a) 10  and (b) 25  . The coefficient of friction is 0.6 and the Hertzian
pressure is 1 GPa.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 39: Change in wear scar length with displacement amplitude at extreme values of
maximum Hertzian pressure and coefficient of friction for initial crack depth of (a) 10
 , and (b) 25  .
3.10 Propagation Life
Propagation life for the cracks created in the subsurface at a certain depth is defined as the
number of cycles required for this crack to extend to the surface. It is assumed that once
the crack extends to the surface, the material enclosed by the crack is removed, leaving a
wear scar. Therefore, crack growth rates can also be related to wear rates. The growth rate
of a crack is independent of the propagation path and can be affected by various factors.
The variables used in this analysis are maximum Hertzian pressure ( ), coefficient of

friction ( ), displacement amplitude ( ) and depth of the initial crack ( ) from the contact

surface. The range of values used for the analysis of above variables is mentioned in Table
4.

Table 4: Range of values of different variables used to study propagation life of a crack.
Variables





Values
Units
0.5, 1,1.5, 2,2.5
)
0.1, 0.3, 0.6,0.8,1
1, 5,7.5,10

10, 25
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3.11 Effect of Maximum Hertzian Pressure ( ) and Coefficient of Friction ()
An increase in Hertzian pressure is equivalent to increase in normal load on the body. It is
known that that wear rates are higher at higher normal loads. In Hertzian contacts the
pressure induces a compressive normal load in the body and as a result on the crack faces.
Due to an increase in normal load on the crack faces, the alternating shear stress at the
crack faces and the crack tips also increase. Figure 40(a) schematically illustrates the loads
on a crack face and Figure 40(b) shows the change in shear stress at a crack tip with change
in maximum Hertzian pressure. An increase in alternating shear stress results in faster

crack propagation because the equivalent SIF is a function of mode II SIF (?@@ ). Therefore,

it can be concluded that the propagation lives will decrease as the maximum Hertzian
pressure increases. This also means that as the Hertzian pressure (or normal load) is
increased, the propagation rate or the wear rate increases. As the coefficient of friction
increases, shear stress on the surface and in the subsurface increases, resulting in faster
crack propagation.

Figure 41 shows the effect of maximum Hertzian pressure on

propagation lives for various values of initial crack depth, displacement amplitude and
coefficient of friction. Propagation lives decrease as the Hertzian pressure increases and
this behavior is consistent across all values of initial crack depth, displacement amplitude
and coefficient of friction studied in the current investigation. Propagation life also
increases as the coefficient of friction decreases. There is also a significant decrease in
propagation lives as the coefficient of friction increases from 0.1 to 0.3. This is due to the
fact that contact shear stress at low values of Hertzian pressure and coefficient of friction
are significantly lower than that at higher values.
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Figure 40: (a) Schematic view of compressive normal load and resulting shear force on
the crack faces and crack tips. (b) Effect of maximum Hertzian pressure on shear stress
at the crack tip.

Figure 41: Effect of maximum Hertzian pressure on propagation lives at extreme values
of coefficient of friction and displacement amplitude for initial crack depth (a) 10  and
(b) 20  ; at pressures above 1 GPa and at coefficient of friction of (c) 0.1 and (d) 1.0.
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An important parameter which can be correlated to the wear rate is the crack propagation
rate. The effect of maximum Hertzian pressure on crack propagation rates is demonstrated
in Figure 42. The figure shows that as maximum Hertzian pressure increases, the crack
propagation rates increase and the increase is more significant at higher values of
coefficient of friction. This is in agreement with the observations in Figure 41 on
propagation lives. A decrease in crack propagation life indicates an increase in crack
propagation rate. At a lower displacement amplitude and higher Hertzian pressure and
coefficient of friction, the contact is in partial slip and as a result the crack propagation rate
decreases. It is known that the wear rate is lower at partial slip compared to gross slip and
therefore, it can be established that crack propagation rates can be related to wear rates.

(a)

(b)

Figure 42: Effect of maximum Hertzian pressure on crack propagation rates for depth of
initial crack (a) 10  , and (b) 25 at extreme values of coefficient of friction ( ) and
displacement amplitude ( ). Propagation rates increase as maximum Hertzian pressure
and coefficient of friction increases. In partial slip, the propagation rate decreases.
Since crack propagation life is dependent on both maximum Hertzian pressure and
coefficient of friction, the propagation lives can be expressed as a function of shear stress.
Figure 43 illustrates the crack propagation life as a function of contact shear stress at the
interface of two bodies. If crack propagation life and shear stress are plotted on log-log
scale, the following type of relationship results if linear interpolation is used:
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log(X) = ) log() + k

(49)

where, X is the number of cycles to failure,  is the contact shear stress, ) and k are
constants obtained from the graph. Figure 43(a) displays the equations for different initial
crack depths. Figure 43(b) demonstrates that a linear relationship is obtained at different
values of displacement amplitude and maximum contact pressure. A significant difference
in the slopes and intercept are due to changing slip regimes from partial slip to gross slip
as contact pressure decreases and displacement amplitude increases.

(a)

(b)
Figure 43: Propagation life as a function of contact shear stress on a log-log scale at (a)
different initial crack depths ( ) for all values of Hertzian pressure, coefficient of friction
and displacement amplitudes, and (b) at different displacement amplitudes and contact
pressures.
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3.12 Effect of Displacement Amplitude ()
In general, wear rates increase with increase in displacement amplitude because of an
increase in contact slip. If a contact is in partial slip regime, the crack propagation rates
are slower as compared to gross slip. Figure 44 illustrates the effect of displacement
amplitude on crack propagation rates. Crack propagation rates increase with increase in
displacement amplitude. If the contact is in partial slip regime, the crack propagation rate
decreases.

This usually happens at higher maximum contact pressures and higher

coefficients of friction.

Figure 44: Effect of displacement amplitude on crack propagation rate at (a) P=0.5 GPa,
(b) P=2.5 GPa, (c)  =0.1 and (d)  = 1.0.
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3.13 Effect of Depth of Initial Crack ()
Depth of initial crack does not have a significant effect on crack propagation rate as
compared to other variables. The wear scar (i.e. pit, spall) is larger if the initial crack is
deeper into the surface, and also takes a longer time to reach the surface. The sub surface
shear stress magnitude determines the effect of initial depth because crack propagation rate
is a function of mode II SIF.
Figure 45 depicts that the magnitude of shear stress amplitude for a crack depth of 10 

is slightly more than that at 25  . The figure also shows that cracks created at a larger
depth into the subsurface are under compressive mean stress compared to shallower cracks

and a compressive mean stress suppresses mode I crack growth and promotes mode II crack
growth. Therefore, the cracks propagation rates increase with the increasing alternate shear
stress and mean compressive stress. Figure 46 shows that for lower maximum Hertzian
pressure (0.5 GPa) the propagation rates for shallower cracks ( =10 ) are higher because

mean compressive stress magnitude is lower as compared to higher maximum Hertzian
pressure. For higher maximum Hertzian pressure, the compressive mean stress is lower

for smaller displacement amplitude (1 ) and higher for larger displacement amplitude
(5 ). Therefore, in the latter case, the crack propagation rate of shallower cracks is lower
compared to deeper cracks in the sub surface. The effects of each variable on crack
propagation rate are summarized in Figure 47 and they are obtained by calculating the
mean of propagation rates achieved at every value of each variable.
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Figure 45: Shear stress profiles during a fretting cycle on a crack tip. The values are for
initially created crack and the coefficient of friction is 0.3. The cracks created deeper in
the sub-surface show lower values of alternating shear stress but are under mean
compressive stress.
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Figure 46: Effect of initial crack depth on propagation rate. The magnitudes of alternating
shear stress and mean compressive stress effects propagation stress.

Figure 47: Main effects of Hertzian pressure( ), coefficient of friction( ), displacement
amplitude ( ) and depth of initial crack ( ) on crack propagation rate.
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3.14 Correlation Between Wear Rate and Crack Propagation Rate
Fleming and Suh [129] showed that wear rates can be correlated with crack propagation

rates for subsurface originating cracks that follow a law of the form )/X = 5(Δ?)9 .
It is assumed in the current work that when the crack reaches the surface, the material

enclosed by the crack is removed. Therefore, wear volume per unit depth for plain strain
situation can be evaluated by calculating the area of the body enclosed by the crack. The
wear volumes thus calculated are compared with crack lengths and the wear rates are
compared with crack propagation rates for all the simulations. Figure 48 illustrates that
wear volume and wear rates are linearly proportional to crack lengths and crack
propagation rates respectively for each initial crack depth considered. Therefore, it can be
concluded that crack propagation is related to wear.
In the previous section, the effect of maximum Hertzian pressure ( ), coefficient of

friction ( ), displacement amplitude ( ) and depth of initial crack () on crack propagation
rates was discussed and evaluated. The effect of these variables on wear rate is also

evaluated and is demonstrated in Figure 49. The figure shows that wear rate increases with
increase in maximum Hertzian pressure, coefficient of friction, displacement amplitude
and depth of initial crack. This is consistent with the observations made by Fouvry [130]
where wear rate is expressed as a function of dissipated energy, which is dependent on
normal load, coefficient of friction and displacement amplitude. The observed effects, as
illustrated in Figure 49 are comparable to the effect of each variable on crack propagation
rates as shown in Figure 47.
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Figure 48: Comparison of wear volume vs crack length and wear rate with crack
propagation rates. The comparisons show that the wear volumes and wear rates are
linearly related to crack lengths and crack propagation lengths respectively.

Figure 49: Main effects of Hertzian pressure( ), coefficient of friction( ), displacement
amplitude ( ) and depth of initial crack ( ) on wear rate.
According to the dissipated energy wear law, wear volume is directly proportional to the
energy dissipated at the contact interface as represented by Equation (50). The dissipated
energy per cycle at the contact interface is calculated using Equation (51).
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∝ ./

./ = -E 4

(50)
(51)

where, -E is the normal force and  is the displacement amplitude.

Figure 50: Effect of dissipated energy on wear rate at (a)  =10  ,  =1  , (b)  =10
 ,  =10  (c)  =25  ,  =1  , and (d)  =25 and  =10 .

The effect of dissipated energy on wear rate is obtained for the simulations conducted at
different values of maximum Hertzian pressure, coefficient of friction, displacement
amplitude and initial crack depth. Figure 50 demonstrates that wear rate is linearly
proportional to dissipated energy per cycle. The results are presented at different values of
coefficient of friction and at extreme values of initial crack depth and displacement
amplitude. The dissipated energy wear coefficient is most influenced by the depth of initial
crack and the slip regime. The wear coefficient calculated in gross slip regime (higher
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displacement amplitude) and for shallower initial cracks is higher. Therefore, the results
of wear rates obtained using the current method agree to that suggested by the dissipated
energy wear law. The dissipated energy wear coefficients obtained at the extreme values
of initial depth and displacement amplitude are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5: Dissipated energy wear coefficients obtained at extreme values of depth of
initial crack and displacement amplitude.
Depth
( )
10
10
25
25

Amplitude
( )
1
10
1
10

Wear Coefficient

0(
/)
87.5 x 10-6
127.27 x 10-6
15.9 x 10-6
36.36 x 10-6

The present investigation shows that the subsurface stresses caused due to a Hertzian
contact leads to crack propagation and finally material removal. The crack propagation
and thus the wear mechanism can be simulated by LEFM, and the wear rate can be related
to dissipated energy per cycle. The dissipated energy wear coefficient calculated from the
current simulations are in the range 16 × 10 to 127 × 10



/. The values of

wear coefficient for AISI 1037 and AISI 52100 steel reported by Ramalho & Miranda [131]
are 130 × 10



/ and 30.2 × 10



/ respectively.

Therefore, the results

obtained from the current simulations are in agreement with the experimentally obtained
values. In addition, these values are in the same order as reported by Fouvry [130] and
Huq & Celis [132] for ceramics and coatings and are summarized in Figure 51 . The dashed
lines in the figure represent the range of dissipated energy wear coefficient obtained in the
current work.
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Figure 51: Wear coefficients obtained from experiments on different metals, ceramics
and coatings [130–132].
The extensive range of the wear coefficients determined by simulations is due to the depth
at which the crack originates, which is a function of applied load, coefficient of friction
and material imperfections. The simulations presented in this investigation are for brittle
steel (E = 210 GPa) in which crack propagation in elastic regime is favored and it can also
be extended to other materials in which brittle fracture is the most dominant failure
mechanism for example coatings and ceramics.

3.15 Conclusions
Subsurface initiated fretting wear has been simulated in FEA using linear elastic fracture
mechanics (LEFM).

This is achieved using a cylinder on flat Hertzian contact

configuration. The dimensions used in the study are in accordance with the LEFM
assumptions. The dominant fracture mechanism in the current scenario is mode II as high
compressive stresses due to Hertzian pressure suppress mode I growth. Therefore, mode
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II fracture criterion is used to evaluate the crack propagation direction. Paris’ Law is used
to calculate propagation life and is based on the change in stress intensity factor (SIF) due
to combined loading. The stresses at crack tips and stress intensity factors (SIFs) are
analyzed to validate the mode II assumption. A novel adaptive meshing technique is used
which creates a highly refined mesh only around the crack tip as the crack extends in the
material. This technique enhances the efficiency of the numerical simulations while
maintaining the accuracy required to capture effects due to singular stress fields.

The effect of maximum Hertzian pressure, coefficient of friction, displacement amplitude
and depth of initial crack on crack propagation paths, crack propagation rates and wear
rates are evaluated. Crack propagation rates and wear rates increase with increase in
maximum Hertzian pressure, coefficient of friction, displacement amplitude and depth of
initial crack. Hertzian pressure and coefficient of friction have significant influence on
crack propagation and hence, propagation life is expressed as a function of contact shear
stress in form of an equation. In addition, the proposed method also evaluates the effect of
fretting regime on wear rate. The wear rate trends obtained from the current work are in
agreement with the dissipated energy wear law, which states that wear volume is directly
proportional to the energy dissipated at the contact interface. In addition, the range of
dissipated energy wear coefficients obtained from the current simulations correlate well to
the values reported in literature.
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CHAPTER 4. EFFECT OF THIRD BODIES IN A PARTIAL SLIP FRETTING
CONTACT

4.1

Introduction

In the fretting procedure, there is an important phenomenon that needs attention – the
amplitude of oscillation is smaller than the contact width, which results in entrapment of
wear debris generated at the contact interface. The trapped debris or particles could be
either detrimental or advantageous, depending on the volume of trapped particles, the
material properties, as well as the friction conditions. The contact surfaces are separated
by a layer of wear particles, which has a rheological property, and could accommodate the
velocity differences [133]. Therefore the particles help reduce friction and alleviate wear.
If the wear particles are hard and not present in optimized amount, it can aggravate wear.

There are typically two approaches to model the third body effect based on its different
mechanical characteristics, the continuum and the discrete approach. The continuum
models concerns more about the third body’s rheological properties, it regards the third
bodies as continuum and isotropic and solves the problem from a more macroscopic point
of view. Solid mechanics and fluid mechanics are used in the models depending on
whether the third body behavior is more close to the rheology of a solid or a liquid [133],
Hou et al. [134] and Heshmat et al. [135] have developed corresponding models. Heshmat
et al.[135] and Iordanoff et al. [136] also investigated the parameters like geometry of
particles and pressure that determine whether the third body should be treated as solid or
fluid [137–139]. However, in reality, the solid third body is discontinuous, heterogeneous
and anisotropic, thus the continuum mechanics equations are not enough to depict and
solve the problem [136]. As a consequence, granular model based on Discrete Element
Method (DEM) have been used. These models usually assume Couette flows with periodic
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boundary conditions and to achieve efficient computational effort, explicit methods are
often employed [133]. DEM was developed by Cundall and Strack [140] in 1979, and first
applied to the solid third body problem by Elrod et al. [141] in 1991. Their model related
microscopic properties (particle shapes, size and first body roughness) and macroscopic
properties (velocity accommodation, slipping and friction coefficient) [133]. Moreau [142]
and Jean [143] induced contact dynamics to describe jumps in speeds and the force
thresholds in the discrete element model. Iordanoff et al. [144] developed one of the first
2D discrete element models to study the third body flow. They were interested in the
influence of the particle size and the inter-particle forces on the macroscopic responses of
the contact and extended the model to 3 dimensions [145]. Fillot et al.[146] induced wear
to the discrete element model by making one of the first bodies degradable, allowing the
particles to be detached from a granular material. They showed the influence of the contact
constraints and particle adhesion on the thickness of the degradation layer and the particles
ejection rate [146,147].

As an extension of DEM, a finite element model (FEM) was developed in this investigation
and applied to the simulation of third body effect. Using FEM, the bodies can be modeled
deformable instead of rigid as in DEM. There are two integration techniques in FEM,
namely implicit and explicit. The implicit technique is suitable for a slowly evolving static
process such as structural dynamics and contact mechanics. On the other hand, an explicit
technique can only reach a conditional stable state which requires a very small time step
and deals with processes with rapid changes like wave propagation and impact engineering.
Thus the explicit method is more suitable for granular flow problems like the third body
flow [148]. Kabir et al. [149] used the explicit FEM to simulate a dense flow of discrete
grains in a 2D shear cell with sliding and wall roughness factor for unity. They compared
the FEM with DEM and suggested that FEM is more advantageous as compared to DEM.
FEM provides better evaluations of complex contact conditions, allows deformation of
elements and depends mainly on material properties instead of numerical fitting
parameters. Cao et al. [150] coupled continuous and discontinuous descriptions by making
the lower body deformable, while keeping the upper first body and the third body rigid.
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They employed a set of hybrid elements in the contact by attaching discrete rigid elements
to the surface of the first body which was meshed with finite elements. They compared
this approach to DEM in performance of velocity and stress profile and underlined the
influence of first body rigidity on third body rheology, as well as the fact that the interaction
law has a strong effect on it. Linck et al. [151] used FEM to simulate contact of two first
bodies with smooth surface subjected to a constant coefficient of friction and showed the
effect of local behaviors like stick, slip and separation of contact surfaces by evaluating the
normal and tangential stresses in the contact region. They suggested that simulation results
couldn’t be correlated to experiments due to several contact mechanisms involving
detachment of particles. Ding et al. [152] modeled the third body as a thin layer structure
with an anisotropic elastic-plastic material different from the first bodies. The thickness of
the third body layer was calculated by considering the trapping and escaping of wear
particles. The simulation results indicated that the introduction of the third body layer
caused a narrower but deeper wear scar on the surface. Basseville et al. [153] modeled
the third body as rectangular finite element meshes and studied its effect on the stress field
and wear. Their simulation showed that the debris were ejected in gross slip, while remain
trapped in partial slip due to the stick-slip mechanism. Leonard et al. [154] applied the
finite-discrete element method (FDEM) to model the effect of the third body on fretting.
The third body is analyzed as discrete elements, while the first bodies are modeled using
finite elements. This approach builds a link between the large scale models which treat the
mass of wear debris as a small number of bodies and small scale models which focuses on
a control volume. The material properties of the third body particles have also been
investigated recently by Everitt et al. [155] by conducting nano-indentation measurements
on the debris and substrate layer. Ding et al. [156] also implemented an oxidation equation
to investigate the evolution of elastic-plastic response of the third body layer.

In this investigation, the effect of third body phenomenon of a 2 dimensional Hertzian
contact was simulated using the finite element method (FEM). Both the first body and the
third body are modeled using finite elements with elastic-plastic material properties. Due
to the complex nature of the problem, certain assumptions are made to simplify the
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problem. The main focus of this study is to determine the changes in contact parameters
as fretting wear initiates and third body particles are trapped inside the contact. During the
simulation, the particles are plastically deformed and a platelet type shape is obtained. The
effect of third body particles on contact pressure and shear stress in partial slip regime is
investigated in detail. In addition, influence of particle number on contact parameters is
also analyzed. Fretting loops in presence of multiple third body particles are also obtained.
The analysis shows that the third body particles affect contact parameters which can result
in alleviating fretting wear at the contact of two first bodies.

4.2

Finite Element Model

The evaluation of contact parameters in presence of third bodies is conducted using the
finite element approach. A plane strain two dimensional Hertzian line contact geometry is
created and the contact parameters such as pressure and slip are obtained using the
ABAQUS finite element package. The two contacting bodies in sliding or fretting motion
are known as the first bodies. The first bodies are modeled as a deformable solid, the upper
body represents a cylinder while the lower body is simulated using a semi-infinite domain.
A plain strain assumption with constant strain triangle elements is used to develop the finite
element model. The lower body is fixed in all directions at the corner nodes in the bottom
and a uniform pressure is applied on the upper body which brings the two bodies in contact.
The loads and boundary conditions in the current simulation are adopted from previous
work of the author [80,154] and others [12]. The model is validated by comparing the
obtained Hertzian pressure profile with the theory as depicted in Figure 56(a). The contact
solution is obtained using the non-linear penalty method which consists of stiffness method
to apply frictional constraints.

Although, the Lagrange method to apply frictional

constraints provides more accurate evaluation of slip, penalty method is easier to converge.
Due to the nature of the problem simulated in this analysis, the penalty method is preferred
over Lagrange method. To achieve accuracy with the penalty method, a slip tolerance of
0.005 is selected to define the interaction between all surfaces in this analysis. Based on
the characteristic element length of 136.5  10 

in the model, the allowable slip is

6.8  10  . The minimum slip values recorded during the loading stage in the
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simulation are in the range of 5 10f 

to 810f  . Therefore, the error in slip

calculations is approximately 1% or less. This evaluation is also helpful in determining

the element size in the finite element mesh because the allowable slip is a function of the
characteristic element length. It should be noted that refining the mesh even more will
definitely impact the local values of contact pressure and shear. But the degree of mesh
refinement is limited by computational time of the simulation. It is expected that although
the local stresses would be mesh dependent but if the mesh size is consistent across all the
simulations, the predicted trend in the global results would still hold. Figure 52 illustrates
a schematic of the model developed for this investigation.

Figure 52: The finite element model description showing the boundary conditions and
applied loads and displacements.
It is assumed that the hardness of the lower body is lower than the upper body and therefore,
the wear is restricted only to the lower body. It is also assumed that the wear scars result
from partial slip fretting wear and hence, shallow craters are created on the lower surface
in contact to represent wear scars. The location of these scars is determined by evaluating
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the size of the stick zone in partial slip fretting contact. The contact pressure in a Hertzian
line contact can be calculated using the following equation:

f
 = 9nj x1 − f y
k

.

(52)

where,  is the location in the contact surface, k is the half contact width, and 9nj is the

maximum contact pressure on the contact surface. In the current investigation, 9nj is
kept constant at 1 GPa for all the simulations. The radius of the upper body is also kept

constant, to achieve a half contact width of 100  . The stick zone size (U ) in partial slip
is obtained from the following equation:

U

= r1 −  
k


(53)

where,  is the shear force,  is the coefficient of friction which is set to 0.6 and  is the
normal force. The value of the stick zone thus calculated is kept constant across all the
simulations in this analysis. The calculated value of stick zone is also compared to the
stick zone size obtained from the FE model without third bodies at the point of maximum
tangential load. The value obtained from the FE model is 0.068
obtained using eqn (2) is 0.067

while the value

. The difference is caused due to the error in slip

calculations and is in the same range as discussed earlier in this section. Since all the
variables in Equation (53) are kept constant in this simulation, it is expected that the
theoretically evaluated value of the stick zone size would stay constant. This will also
simplify the study of multiple third bodies in contact. Therefore, it is assumed that the
stick zone size is not affected by the number of third bodies in contact and is fixed to a
constant value in all the simulations.
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Figure 53: Evaluation of stick zone size from a Hertzian line contact model in Abaqus.
The value is measured at maximum value of applied tangential load ().
The finite element fretting model is conducted in three steps as illustrated in Figure 54 :
1. Initial Displacement: Normal displacement is applied on the upper body to
initiate contact between the upper body and lower body
2. Load Balance: The required normal load on the upper body is achieved and the
value of contact normal force () is obtained.

3. Fretting: The upper body is displaced sinusoidally with an amplitude of 1  .
The amplitude of the contact shear force ( ) is obtained from this step.

Figure 54: Description of the contact forces obtained during a finite element simulation
of Hertzian line contact.
The value of U can be calculated from Equation (53) by substituting the value of  obtained
from the finite element simulation. The parameters used in the current simulations are
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summarized in Table 6. The values of these parameters are kept the same across all
simulations.

Table 6: Parameters used in the normal contact and fretting analysis.
Parameters

Normal Force ()

Value

Coefficient of Friction ( )

157 mN

Half contact width (k)

Displacement amplitude ( )

100 
1

0.6

Using the values from Table 6, the value of the stick zone size is calculated to be 58  .
Based on this value, the final worn surface is theoretically calculated using the equation

proposed by Hill et al. [157] for a partial slip contact. Accordingly, the wear scars are
created in the slip zones as illustrated in Figure 55(b) and the contact surface between the
first bodies inside the stick region is not changed.

The wear debris or the third body particles detach from the original surface which leads to
formation of wear scars. Therefore, multiple third bodies are created as deformable bodies
and placed in the wear scars to create a contact model between first and third bodies. This
is illustrated schematically in Figure 55. The shapes of wear debris can be broadly
categorized into two types: flake and non-flake. The flake type debris has relatively
uniform thickness while the non-flake type debris can take shapes of cylinders, spheres,
irregular chunks or lose clusters [54]. It has also been observed that initial wear debris are
rolled over due to reciprocating motion of the first bodies to form cylindrical, spherical or
needle like particles [158]. These aggregates are rolled into dense cylindrical particles
which can grow as more and more particles form due to wear. In this analysis, for
simplicity, a 2D contact model is simulated and it is assumed that the geometry of the third
body particles is cylindrical. Cylindrical third bodies have also been used in the past by
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Leonard et al. to understand the contact between first and third bodies. As the contact
interface undergoes repeated reciprocating motion, the freshly generated wear debris can
evolve into different shapes and sizes, and continuously change their material properties.
They may be crushed into finer particles due to plastic deformation and cracking or they
can agglomerate to form larger wear debris. The focus of this analysis is to understand the
third-body first-body contact when wear debris is initially generated and its effect on
contact parameters. In presence of the initial wear debris, the contact parameters may not
be analyzed solely on the first body interactions. Therefore, an understanding of the
evolution of contact parameters in the initial stages is very important to understand the
subsequent interactions and evolution of wear. Although wear is mainly considered as a
mechanical process, several effects such as corrosion and oxidation accompany the
process. In most instances, the mechanical energy contributes to the chemical kinetics of
such processes. In this investigation however, such effects are neglected and only the
mechanical process is discussed. Third body particles can also be oxidized and have
significantly different properties compared to the first body. This behavior is discussed in
section 3.4. However, to preserve the focus of this study and to understand the effect of
particles on the mechanics of first body interaction, the results presented in this article
assume that the same material constitutive relationship is applicable for first bodies as well
as third bodies. It should also be noted that several stabilizing parameters (Contact
stabilization, mesh size etc.) and tolerances (slip tolerance, contact force tolerance etc.)
used to achieve convergence in a non-linear finite element analysis are dependent on the
material properties.

A consistent constitutive relationship also ensures that these

parameters need to be verified for only one simulation and can be seamlessly extended to
multiple simulations. This ensures that the numerical tolerances are same across all
simulations and differences in contact parameters are a result of number of third body
particles only.

In a fretting contact causing wear, a portion of the particles are trapped inside the contact
while the rest escape from the contact and does not influence contact parameters. The
particles which are trapped inside may agglomerate. Agglomeration is an important aspect
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of wear debris analysis but studying agglomeration of deformable particles along with
fretting will result in a very computationally intensive process and requires extensive study
in itself. To simulate varying amount of debris particles in the FE model, multiple third
body particles are modeled in the wear scar regions. It is assumed that the third body
particles are yet to agglomerate and transform into a compact debris layer. Therefore, the
third body particles are modeled as separate entities and the interaction between them is
assumed to be insignificant compared to the interaction of first bodies with each other and
with third bodies. It is also assumed that the third bodies are of the same size (0.6 

diameter) and symmetrically distributed on both sides of the contact. The size of the third
body particles range from a few nanometers to several micrometers depending on the
material, load, geometry and boundary conditions. Although it is important to consider a
distribution of the third body particles, the size is kept constant for the simplicity of the
analysis and the complexity of the model. The objective of this article is to investigate the
effect of deformable particles generated in initial stages of fretting on contact pressure and
contact slip at the contact. An understanding of the contact phenomenon at this stage is
very important to evaluate the evolution of fretting wear and create a model with
continuous third body evolution and agglomeration. In this investigation assumptions of
constant size and even distribution of third body particles are used to simplify the problem
and compare the effect of number of particles in the initial stages of fretting.

4.3

Third Body Analysis with Linear Elastic Model

The initial part of the investigation is conducted by assuming a linear elastic material
model. This model is computationally simple and also easier to validate with theoretical
solutions.

Subsequently, the analysis is extended to include elastic-plastic material

properties. The modulus of elasticity (. ) used in this investigation is 210 GPa and the

Poisson’s ratio (s ) is 0.3. The model was simulated in the absence of third bodies to
compare with the analysis conducted in presence of third bodies. The contact pressure

obtained from the finite element simulation of the Hertzian contact without particle is
compared to the theoretical solution in Figure 56(a). This comparison establishes the
accuracy of boundary conditions applied to the bodies. It depicts that the simulated domain
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is semi-infinite and the effect of boundary conditions on contact surfaces are negligible.
Figure 56(b) depicts the contact pressure with one third-body particle located at either edge
of the Hertzian contact under the same normal load as the case without any third body. A
significant increase in contact pressure is observed at the location of third bodies. The third
bodies act as stress risers due to their extremely small size compared to the size of the
contact.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 55: Schematic of the contact surfaces showing (a) unworn Hertzian contact (b)
worn contact surface with no third body particles, and (c) worn contact surface with third
body particles.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 56: (a) Comparison of contact pressures finite element solution with theory (b)
Contact pressure of a worn Hertzian line contact with third body.
There are three interacting surfaces when third bodies are introduced:
1. Contact between cylindrical and flat surface
2. Contact between cylindrical surface and third body
3. Contact between flat surface and third body
Force displacement relations are obtained for both the interactions and compared with each
other. When a normal load is applied to the cylindrical body, the first bodies come into
contact initially. As normal load is increased, the third body particles come into contact
with both the first bodies. Figure 57(a) depicts the evolution of contact force with time of
approach of the two first bodies for different interacting surfaces and compares it to the
Hertzian line contact model without any third body. It should however be noted that this
is a quasi-static analysis and that force-balance is achieved at the end of the step of duration
1s. Figure 57(b) depicts the evolution of deformation with time of approach of the first
bodies. The data for a Hertzian line contact without third body particles is also depicted in
the figure for reference. When a compressive contact force is recorded on the surface
between the first bodies and the third body, it is assumed that the third body particles are
in contact with both the first bodies. In the present analysis this occurs at approximately

=0.6s. However, some deformation of the contact surface involving the third bodies is
recorded before this time. This is due to the overall deformation of surfaces resulting from
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the contact between first bodies. The radius of cylindrical surface is definitely lower
compared to the flat (# = ∞), and therefore the deformation of the cylindrical surface is

higher as depicted in Figure 57(a). The force between the cylinder and third body is equal
to the force between the flat domain and the third body. This confirms that force balance
is achieved between the three contacting surfaces.

(a)

(b)

Figure 57: Comparison of (a) Force and (b) Displacement with the time of approach of
first bodies for different contact surfaces.
The force and displacement results were combined to obtain the force displacement
relationships for each contact interface as illustrated in Figure 58. Although the first bodies
support most of the load initially, once the third bodies come in contact, a part of the load
is shared by the third bodies. This reduces the contact stiffness between the first bodies
which in turn, reduces the surface stresses and may help in alleviating/reducing wear. The
contact stiffness between third bodies and first bodies is less than half of the contact
stiffness between first bodies. The contact stiffness of third body-cylinder interface is
higher than the third body-flat interface.
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Figure 58: Force displacement curves for different contact surfaces in the FE analysis.
4.4

Third Body Analysis with Elastic-Plastic Material Property

The purely elastic analysis of third bodies in a Hertzian line contact resulted in very high
contact pressures at the location of third bodies. At such high contact pressures, material
ceases to behave elastically and moderate to significant plastic deformation is very likely
to occur. In cases of cyclic loading which results in stress reversals in plastic range, a
kinematic hardening model can predict the experimentally observed Bauschinger effects
more accurately compared to an isotropic hardening model. Since, the current analysis
involves stress reversals in the plastic range, an Elastic Linear Kinematic Plastic (ELKP)
model is used. A bilinear stress strain relationship for AISI 52100 steel is adapted [159] to
define the material model, and is illustrated in Figure 59. The modulus of elasticity (. ) is

210 ), which is the same as the purely elastic analysis and the hardening modulus (z )
is 10 ). The yield surface is defined using the von-mises criteria where the yield
strength of this material is considered to be 2.03 ).

It is also expected that the third body particles would undergo significant deformation.
Therefore the option of non-linear geometry is activated in Abaqus FE solver. To account
for large deformations, the logarithmic or Hencky strain assumption is used.

The

maximum equivalent plastic strain value is observed to be 0.49 and it is assumed that the
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material constitutive relationships in the plastic region are valid at such high values of
strain.

Figure 59: A typical stress-strain curve for elastic linear kinematic plastic material.
The same FE model as described in section 2.1 was implemented to study the effects of
elastic-plastic material property. All the simulation parameters are the same as described
in Table 6. A Hertzian line contact model similar to that described in the previous section
is employed. Figure 60 provides a comparison between the contact pressures obtained for
a purely elastic material with that of an elastic kinematic plastic material. The Hertzian
contact pressure obtained from the simulation is equivalent to normal stress in the material.
The parabolic profile of the contact pressure obtained at the contact surface is same as the
profile of absolute normal stress in compression at the contact interface. A significant
decrease in contact pressure is noted when an elastic-plastic material model is employed.
Figure 61 depicts the effect of material models on force-deformation relationship at the
contact of two first bodies. There is no significant difference between the two material
models. This is because the region of contact between the first bodies is still in elastic
region, as depicted by low contact pressure in Figure 57(b). Figure 62 compares the force
displacement relationships of contact surfaces involving the third body particles. The
stiffness of an elastic-plastic contact is lower than the stiffness of a purely elastic contact.
Therefore, comparatively higher deformation and lower stresses would be expected in such
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a contact. This difference is more noticeable in the flat-third body contact compared to the
cylinder – third body contact.

Figure 60: Comparison of contact pressure in presence of one third body particle for
linear elastic and elastic-plastic material models.

Figure 61: Comparison of force deformation relationship for linear elastic and elasticplastic material models at the contact of two first bodies.
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Figure 62: Comparison of force-deformation relationship for linear elastic and elasticplastic material model at the contact of surfaces involving third bodies.

In the elastic plastic contact model, significant plastic deformation of the third body occurs,
causing the circular shape to deform to a platelet type shape. A comparison of the third
body shape at the end of force balance step is depicted in Figure 63. The third bodies are
hardly deformed in a purely elastic analysis while they are compressed into a platelet shape
when elastic-plastic material model is used. Platelet shaped third body particles are
reported in experiments by Soderberg et. al. [160]. Platelet shaped wear debris with
surface dimensions in the order of 10

and thickness of approximately 1 

has been

reported by several researchers [161–163]. The evolution of the third body shape under
normal load is illustrated in Figure 64. The material yields when the von Mises stress
inside the third body reaches the value of yield strength.

Thereafter, the material

experiences significant plastic strain causing permanent deformation to a platelet shape
third body as depicted in Figure 64.
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It is evident that during the fretting wear process the trapped third body particles would be
compressed between the first bodies and experience very high normal stress. Under these
conditions depending on the material properties, the third body could collapse and fracture
into many smaller particles or it can deform plastically. The present analysis is based on
the experimental observation of platelet like wear particles, and therefore an elastic-plastic
material model is used to analyze the effect of third body particles on the contact
parameters. Moreover, reasonable values of contact pressures could be obtained by
considering an elastic-plastic model. In addition to normal compressive stress, the third
body particles are also subjected to shear stress, which is discussed in the next section.

Figure 63: The third body shape and von Mises stress contours at the end of load balance
step.
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Figure 64: Evolution of the particle shape from a simple circular to a platelet shape and
the equivalent plastic strain contours in y direction.
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Figure 65: Third body shapes and von-Mises stress contour at the end of loading step of
multiple particles in contact. The third bodies are symmetric about the contact and only
the left edge of the contact is shown in the model.
4.5

Effect of Third Body Particles on Fretting Contact

The fretting motion is simulated in the FE model by applying horizontal displacement to
the cylindrical first body. The applied displacement amplitude is 1 , which is the same

as the displacement used to calculate the width of the stick zone. Due to the applied
displacement, the contact would also experience shear force in addition to normal force.
Contact parameters such as the change in normal and shear forces, during the fretting
motion are analyzed to understand the effect of third body particles under both normal and
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shear. An ELKP material model is used in the analysis as it provides results that are more
comparable to experiments.

The normal and shear forces for a Hertzian line contact with purely elastic material model
are depicted in Figure 54. The FE domain used to investigate fretting motion in presence
of third body particles is same as described in section 2.1. To account for plastic effects,
the ELKP material model described in Figure 59 is implemented. The surfaces in contact
with the particles experience permanent deformation in the vicinity of the particle as the
cylindrical body experiences a fretting motion. This is illustrated in Figure 66. There is
very minimal change in the shape of the particle as the applied displacement amplitude is
only 1 

which results in very minute slip values.

Figure 66: Evolution of the third body shape and surfaces in the vicinity of the third body
and the corresponding von-Mises stress during fretting motion.
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When an elastic plastic material is subjected to cyclic loading, the response may be
categorized as follows [164]:
1. At lower loads, the material will not yield and the response remains perfectly
elastic
2. At higher loads, some material elements may yield on first loading but strain
hardening causes the material to shakedown. A steady cyclic state is obtained
as a result which is elastic.
3. When the load is further increased, the steady state cycle may extend to a loop
of plastic strain and stress, which is described as a state of plastic shakedown
4. A steady accumulation of unidirectional plastic strain may occur and this
process is known as ratcheting. The load above which this occurs is called the
‘ratcheting threshold’
The above mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 67.

Figure 67: Material response to cyclic loading: (a) Elastic deformation (no yielding) (b)
Elastic shakedown (c) Plastic shakedown, and (d) Ratcheting [164].
Under the normal load considered in this simulation, it is observed that the contact surfaces
between the first bodies do not yield while the contact between first and third bodies
experience significant plastic deformation. The effect of plastic deformation is reflected
in the fretting loops. Figure 68 depicts the fretting loop for the first three fretting cycles
and compares it to a linear elastic fretting loop. Plastic deformation lowers the stiffness of
the contact as described in Figure 62, which results in higher values of contact slip. After
the first fretting cycle, the material strain hardens and plastic strain accumulates. This is
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continued during the second fretting cycle. Significant hardening is observed due to high
plastic strains at the interface of third body particles and first bodies. This leads to
significant difference in the shape of fretting loops as additional fretting cycles are
conducted. During the third fretting cycle, a stabilized fretting loop is obtained which is
similar to the loop obtained from a linear elastic analysis in absence of any third body. In
this particular analysis, the elastic fretting loop is obtained in only three cycles due to
substantial hardening of the contact interfaces. This will depend on the geometry of the
third body and first body particles as well as the applied load and material properties.
Based on this behavior of fretting loops, it can be argued that the material undergoes elastic
shakedown due to which a steady cyclic state is obtained which is perfectly elastic.
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Figure 68: Evolution of fretting loops for an elastic plastic contact in presence of a third
body particle compared to contact without any third body.
4.6

Effect of Multiple Third Bodies on Contact Pressure

In a partial slip fretting contact, the amount of wear debris retained in the contact will
depend on the geometry of the contact and applied tangential displacement. Therefore, it
is important to investigate the effect of varying number of third body particles in the wear
scar. The elastic plastic Hertzian line contact fretting model in the presence of third bodies
is extended to study the effect of multiple third bodies in the worn area. The number of
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third bodies considered in the current analysis is 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 symmetrically located
on the either side of the Hertzian contact. The load and the boundary conditions for these
simulations are the same as single third body simulations and as listed in Table 6. Contact
parameters such as contact pressure, force deformation relationships and contact shear
stress are studied with respect to the number of third bodies.

The third bodies are compressed as the first bodies are brought into contact. Due to the
relatively small size of the third bodies compared to first bodies, very high contact stresses
are observed at the location of third bodies. However, the surfaces undergo permanent
plastic deformation and the contact stresses are significantly reduced compared to a linear
elastic material model. A comparison of contact stresses for 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 particles
(third bodies) is illustrated in Figure 69. As the number of particles in the contact increases,
the magnitude of contact pressure at the location of third body particles decreases, while
there is no significant change in the contact pressure obtained at the interface of first bodies.

The contact pressure at the location of contact of the third bodies with the first body for 10,
15, 20 and 25 particles is depicted in Figure 70. Only one half of the contact is shown in
the figure and since an ideal partial slip fretting motion is assumed, the contact is expected
to be symmetrical about the unworn area. It can be observed that peak of the contact
pressure is not the same for each particle. It is expected that due to the curvature of the
cylindrical body, the contact pressure on particles farther from the edge of the contact
would be higher than those closer to the edge. However, as the number of particles in
contact increase, the decrease in the contact pressure towards the edge of the contact is not
linear. There is a drop in the contact pressure over certain particles, which is highlighted
in Figure 70. This drop in contact pressure is caused due to the curvature resulting from
the plastic deformation of first body surfaces. The curvature occurs due to severe plastic
deformation caused by the particles farthest from the inside edge of the contact (as depicted
in Figure 55(c)) due to very high contact pressure. The deformation of the cylindrical body
at the location of third bodies and the resulting curvature is depicted in Figure 71. The
contact pressure is higher towards the edge of the curvature caused due to third bodies
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compared to the center of the curvature. Figure 72 shows a schematic illustration of the
first bodies and the effect of curvatures on contact pressure.

Figure 69: Contact pressures obtained after applying the same normal load to the
Hertzian line contact with different number of wear particles.
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Figure 70: Contact pressure at the location of third bodies for different number of
particles in contact.

Figure 71: Deformation of the cylindrical surface at the location of the third bodies
depicting the deformed curvature due to the third bodies.
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Figure 72: Schematic of the two first bodies showing the curvature of the cylinder and
curvature caused by plastic deformation of the surface due to third bodies.

4.7

Effect of Multiple Third Bodies on Contact Shear Force

The effect of fretting motion on multiple third bodies in contact with the first bodies is
described in this section. 5, 10, 20 and 25 third body particles are symmetrically placed
about the Hertzian contact. At the beginning of the simulation, a normal load of 157 N is
applied on the cylinder and after the equilibrium is achieved, a sinusoidal displacement
motion is applied to the cylinder along the horizontal direction. The amplitude of the
displacement is 1 

and a coefficient of friction of 0.6 is applied at all contact surfaces.

In absence of third bodies, the displacement amplitude causes the first bodies to be in partial
slip regime. However in presence of third bodies with an elastic-plastic material property,
the contact initiates in gross slip regime and transitions into partial slip as depicted by the
evolution of fretting loops in Figure 68.

In order to investigate the effect of multiple third bodies on contact shear, shear force at
the contact of first bodies is obtained. The sinusoidal motion is repeated one more time
and another fretting cycle is achieved. The contact shear force is plotted against the
displacement and fretting loops are obtained for different number of particles in contact, as
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depicted in Figure 73. Though the fretting loops follow similar pattern, the differences in
maximum contact shear force and slip can be readily observed. The maximum contact
shear force decreases as number of third bodies in contact is increased. The decrease is
significant as the number of particles increase from 1 to 10, while there is significantly less
difference between 20 and 25 third bodies. The shear force is evaluated as the average of
maximum and minimum values obtained from the fretting loops. The minimum and
maximum values of the shear force and the contact slip are obtained from the fretting loop
as illustrated in Figure 74.

Figure 73: Comparison of fretting loops obtained with multiple third bodies in contact
with the first bodies.
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Figure 74: A schematic of fretting loop showing the calculation of minimum and
maximum contact shear force, and slip.

The shear force ( ), contact slip ($) and dissipated energy (.1 ) are normalized with their
respective maximum values obtained amongst the simulations with different number of
third bodies:

$ =

$

$9nj

;  =



9nj

; .1 =

.1

.19nj

The change in average contact shear force is recorded for simulations conducted with
different number of particles. This is illustrated in Figure 75. As the number of third
bodies in contact increases, the contact area between the third and first bodies increases
and more load is shared by the third bodies. As a result, the load supported by the contact
of first bodies in a partial slip contact is reduced with the increase in number of third bodies.
A reduction in load also causes a reduction in shear force as a constant value for coefficient
of friction is used.
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The change in normalized average contact shear force with number of particles can be
described by the following equation:

′ = 1.001 h

. f

(54)

where ′ is the normalized contact shear force and h is the number of third bodies in the
wear scar.

Figure 75: Change in contact shear force with number of third bodies.
The effect of multiple third bodies on contact slip is also investigated and is illustrated in
Figure 76. The contact slip increased as the number of particles in the wear scar increased.
When the material response to the applied load and tangential motion is in plastic regime,
the material stiffness decreases and significant deformations can be observed for very small
increments in loads.

The contact slip is a function of external load, displacement

amplitude, material properties and geometry of the two bodies. A reduction in material
stiffness in the plastic regime increases the slip at the contact interface.

The change in normalized contact slip with number of third bodies in the wear scar can be
described by the following equation:
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$′ = 0.748h

. l

(55)

where $′ is the normalized contact slip calculated from the fretting loops shown in Figure
74 and h is the number of third bodies in the wear scar.

Figure 76: Change in contact slip with number of third bodies.
4.8

Effect of Multiple Third Bodies on Fretting Wear

The effect of multiple third bodies on fretting wear at the contact interface of the two first
bodies is investigated and described in this section. Fretting wear decreases with decrease
in shear force while it increases with increase in slip. The energy approach to fretting wear
suggested by Fouvry et al. [130] combines the effect of both the shear force and the contact

slip in one quantity termed as “Dissipated Energy (.1 )”. According to the dissipated
energy wear law, wear volume (
contact interface:

,)

is proportional to the dissipated frictional energy at the
,

∝ .1

.1 = $
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The relationship of the normalized shear stress, contact slip and dissipated energy is
illustrated in Figure 77. The decrease in slip and the increase in shear force balance one
another which lead to a minimal change in dissipated energy. While there is more than
20% change in the shear force and contact slip as the number of third bodies is increased
from 1 to 25, the change in energy is only about 10%. Since the number of third bodies in
a real fretting contact is much more than 25, it can be safely assumed that there is no change
in the dissipated energy at the contact which directly influences fretting wear.

Figure 77: Variation in normalized shear force, contact slip and dissipated energy with
number of third bodies in contact.
Although, there is no change in the dissipated energy at the fretting contact, presence of
third body particles influences the contact parameters significantly. Material yields only
in the wear scar region, and the first body surfaces in the vicinity of the third bodies show
significant plastic deformation. No plastic deformation is observed at the contact of first
bodies. As a result, the third bodies bear majority of the load which reduces wear at the
contact of two first bodies. Due to the presence of third bodies, the effect of high pressure
at the edge of the first body contacts on wear is significantly reduced. Therefore, the
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entrapment of third body particles in a partial slip contact is instrumental in keeping the
contact between first bodies unworn for extended number of cycles. In addition, the
tangential loading due to fretting motion causes elastic shakedown of the material, and the
contact achieves partial slip after a certain number of cycles, which further alleviates wear
at the contact of two first bodies. It should be noted however that equations of change in
normalized shear force, contact slip and dissipated energy as a function of third body
particles represent the power-law behavior of the contact parameters with number of
particles. The numerical values in these equations should be used with caution since it is
dependent on the contact geometry, shape and size of the third body particles. Although it
is expected that the power law trend would be valid for the first body geometry considered
in this analysis, phenomenon such as particle agglomeration and properties of the third
body particles will also affect the numerical values in the equations representing the trends.

4.9

Third Bodies with Different Material Properties

Although the results presented in this analysis assume that the material constitutive
relationships are same for both the first and third bodies, in practice, the third bodies differ
from the first bodies in microstructure as well as composition. Since the third body
particles continuously evolve by fracturing or agglomerating, the understanding of third
body properties requires observations and measurements at the interface during the wear
process. This is a difficult process and often not possible. Properties of wear debris layer
have been investigated by some researchers [55,155,165], Godet [55] suggested that
metallic wear particles are formed and then oxidized later. Jiang et al. [165] suggested
that the wear debris are oxidized within fraction of a second after their release from the
first bodies. Everitt et al. [155] conducted nano-indentation tests on the debris layer for
Ti-6Al-4V. They indicated that the debris layer is much thicker in the center of the contact
in a gross slip regime and accumulation is strongly dependent on the ability of the debris
to escape the contact. Their measurements suggested that debris layer has more than twice
the hardness of the substrate while the Young’s Modulus was only marginally different. In
this analysis, three different properties were assigned to the third bodies and the contact
stresses are compared with the instance when the properties of third body and first body
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were considered the same. The third bodies are considered to be oxides which are known
to have a higher Young’s Modulus and higher hardness compared to the substrate metal.
Higher hardness also implies a higher Yield strength and therefore, a value which is thrice
the strength of the substrate materials is considered. Table 7 enlists the properties of the
third bodies (M1, M2 and M3) considered for further analysis and also of the instance (M0)
discussed in this article till now.

Table 7: Different properties of the third body particles analyzed in the finite element
simulation.
Material of the third body Young’s Modulus (GPa)
Material 1 (M1)
200
Material 2 (M2)
300
Material 3 (M3)
400
Material 0 (M0)
200

Yield Strength (GPa)
6.06
6.06
6.06
2.03

Figure 78 depicts the comparison of contact pressure obtained for the three different
material types. It also shows the instance where the third body and first body properties
are same. The contact pressure hardly shows any difference with different values of
Young’s Modulus (M1, M2, M3). This is expected as most of the load is carried by the
first bodies, the material properties of which are constant for all the simulations. However,
the contact pressures over the third body particles show significant difference when
compared to the instance (M0) where the yield strength of the third bodies is lower.

This analysis is extended to the instance when there are multiple third bodies. Figure 79
depicts the contact pressures obtained for 25 particles distributed symmetrically about the
contact. The contact pressures hardly show any difference for different values of Young’s
modulus (M1, M2, M3) while they are significantly different when compared to the
instance where third bodies have lower yield strength (M0). The trends in contact pressure
obtained for types M1, M2 and M3 is similar to the trend observed for M0 and the
difference is only in the magnitude of the contact pressure. When the yield strength of the
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third body particles is higher, the onset of plasticity is delayed and therefore, a higher
magnitude of contact pressure is obtained.

Figure 78: Comparison of contact pressure for third body material types enlisted in Table
7 for single third body symmetrically placed about the contact.

Figure 79: Comparison of contact pressure for third body material types enlisted in Table
7 for 25 third bodies symmetrically placed about the contact.
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The analysis with different properties of third bodies shows that if the yield strength of
third body particles is same, the contact pressures obtained over the third body particles
are very similar. Therefore, it can be stated that even if the hardness of the third bodies is
higher compared to the first bodies, similar trends in fretting behavior as described in
Figure 77 would be observed with different numerical values as mentioned in Equations
(54) and (55). As a result, the conclusions about decay in contact shear force and the
growth of contact slip will be valid if the third body material property is different from the
first body material.

4.10 Conclusions
In this investigation, an elastic plastic analysis of a Hertzian line contact under fretting
motion is conducted in presence of third bodies. Effect of multiple third bodies in an initial
wear scar on contact parameters such as contact pressure, shear force and contact slip is
extensively investigated. It is important to include plasticity effects of third bodies due to
very high contact pressures obtained at the location of wear scars. The current work
advances the study of third bodies in a fretting contact by introducing an elastic plastic
material behavior. A fundamental investigation is conducted to understand the effects of
elastic-plastic behavior on contact parameters in partial slip fretting such as force
displacement curve, contact pressure and contact slip. Platelet shaped third bodies are
obtained due to plastic deformation which is similar to experimental observations. In
addition, the changing nature of fretting loops in presence of third bodies is investigated
and an elastic shakedown behavior of the contact is depicted.

The third body particles undergo plastic deformation and carry a significant portion of the
load applied to the body. In addition, due to elastic shakedown, the contact eventually
transitions into partial slip regime without any third body. As a result, the contact between
the first bodies remains in elastic regime which may contribute in alleviating wear. As the
number of third bodies in contact increases, the shear force at the contact of first bodies
decreases while the slip increases initially when the contact is in gross slip regime. The
relationship between contact shear and contact slip with the number of particles can be
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described with equations proposed in the current investigation. These equations represent
the change in contact parameters when third bodies are introduced in a fretting contact and
the numerical values are specific to the contact geometry, third body geometry and material
properties simulated in this article. The contact shear force and contact slip balance one
another and the dissipated energy is not significantly affected by change in the number of
third body particles. Since wear volume is proportional to the dissipated energy, it is
proposed that fretting wear is not effected directly by the number of wear particles in
contact.
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CHAPTER 5. EFFECT OF SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY ON WEAR

5.1

Introduction

In the investigation of two surfaces interacting with each other, it is necessary to broaden
the interpretation of a surface as a smooth geometric plane or curve. The geometric texture
of a surface is highly dependent on the machining and/or finishing process by which they
are produced. A surface which appears smooth at a macroscopic scale is still rough at
microscopic scale. Therefore, a quantitative assessment of the surface textures is very
important to investigate surface damage resulting from sliding two bodies against each
other under an applied normal load. Several researchers have demonstrated that surface
roughness plays an important role while analyzing wear. It has been shown that higher
surface roughness leads to higher coefficient of friction and therefore a higher wear rate.
Even very smooth surfaces lead to high friction between the surfaces and increase wear
rate due to adhesion effects [166]. Volchok et. al. [167] reported beneficial effects of
surface roughness on contact fatigue due to the ability of the micro-pores to trap wear
debris. Several numerical models have been proposed which study the effect of surface
roughness on wear. Kasarekar et. al. [168] reported that crack initiation life in partial slip
fretting fatigue reduced with increase in surface roughness Eriten et. al. [169] determined
that the energy dissipated by a contact, and therefore wear, increases with increase in
surface roughness. Recently, Leonard et. al. [170] studied the effect of surface roughness
on fretting wear using a combined finite-discrete element method.

The four most common parameters used to define a surface are: Average Roughness, RMS
Roughness, Skewness and Kurtosis. As the surfaces evolve during operation and the wear
process, the roughness parameters undergo significant changes. To investigate the change
in the roughness parameters and their effect on wear rate, it is of significant importance to
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investigate and simulate deep wear scars. The surface is treated as a collection of asperities
of different radii at different heights. In this chapter, the pressure at the asperity tips is
obtained using the Hertzian contact theory and the wear depth is calculated using the
Archard wear equation. Wear is simulated until the real area of contact is approximately
75% of the actual area. Surfaces with various values of roughness, skewness and kurtosis
are investigated and subsequent force-displacement relationship is obtained. The changes
in roughness parameters are recorded, indicating that RMS roughness and skewness
decreases with material loss while kurtosis increases. Two distinct wear rates were
obtained for each surface, run-in wear and steady state wear. It is also predicted that
surfaces with high kurtosis and positive skewness exhibit higher wear rates. The modelling
approach described in this paper can be used to predict wear rates of engineering surfaces
more accurately, as it considers the effect of not only surface roughness but skewness and
kurtosis as well. In addition, both the run-in and steady state wear rates are obtained using
this model and it is proposed that optimum surface parameters can be achieved which will
demonstrate most wear resistance.

5.2

The Statistical Properties of Surfaces

Surface textures can be described in terms of distribution function of the heights of the
profiles. A probability density function (PDF) for asperity heights is the probability of
locating a point on the surface at a height  and is represented by
commonly used PDF is Gaussian distribution which is given by:
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The shape of a PDF can be described using the moments about the centerline, which are
denoted by the following formula:
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where,

is the mean of . Using this equation, the first moment is always zero. The

second moment is the variance of . The RMS roughness is defined as:
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which is the square root of the second moment of the distribution function. Skewness is
the third moment and is a measure of the asymmetry. It is defined as:
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If #K6 = 0, the distribution is normal, and the surface is symmetrical about the average

line. If #K6 is positive, the surface is skewed downward relative to the mean line while if

it is skewed upward #K6 is negative as illustrated in Figure 80(a). The fourth moment is
termed as kurtosis, which is a measure of the peakedness of the distribution:
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If the kurtosis is low, a surface has a relatively larger number of peaks while if it is high,
the surface has larger number of valleys as shown in Figure 80(b). A Gaussian distribution
has a kurtosis value of 3. To investigate the effect of skewness and kurtosis independently,
a distribution function which can generate points with independent skewness and kurtosis
is required. Kotwal and Bhushan [75] introduced the use of Pearson distribution system to
generate surfaces. The Pearson distribution uses moments of probability distribution
function as an input to generate the distribution parameters. RMS roughness, skewness
and kurtosis being the moments of the distribution function, the surface is generated as
function of these parameters.

Therefore, a surface with a particular value of RMS

roughness, skewness and kurtosis can be obtained.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 80: Schematic representation of surfaces with different (a) Skewness and (b)
Kurtosis.
The Pearson distribution system generates a family of curves that provides a probability
density function based on the first four moments according to the criteria:
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The type of curve that is used to generate the surface is dependent on the value of ¨ , which

ranges from −∞ to ∞. There are three main types of curve and four transition curves. A
detailed description of the Pearson family of curves and the corresponding distribution
functions are provided in [75].

5.3

Approximating Surfaces as Multiple Asperities

Greenwood and Williamson introduced the idea of approximating the surface as a
collection of asperities with their heights following the Gaussian distribution. They used
a ‘3-point peak’ methodology which assumed that any sample point which is higher than
its immediate neighbors is a peak and the curvature of the asperity is found by fitting a
parabola through the peak and its two neighbors. Majumdar and Bhushan [171] later
assumed asperities to be spherical in shape, which resulted in much simpler contact
calculations. They also deduced that smaller contacts will be plastically deformed while
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the larger ones will be elastic, consistent with Whitehouse and Archard’s [172] asperity
deformation theory.

These models showed significant variation of asperity curvature with sampling interval and
density of points that are connected to create the surface. In the current investigation, a
different approach is followed to determine the asperity curvature. A set of points is
generated using the Pearson distribution system and a continuous curve is fitted through
the points. This is illustrated in Figure 81(a,b). It should be mentioned here that the effect
of Auto Correlation function is ignored while generating the surfaces. It is assumed that
the surface is elastic deformable and the contacting surface is flat rigid. The rigid flat
surface is shown as a solid line in Figure 81(c). Patir [173] has suggested that to generate
a surface numerically, Auto-Correlation Function (ACF) is also required in addition to the
probability distribution function of the peak heights. Recent studies on the effect of surface
roughness parameters [75,174] have focused only on the peak height distribution function.
Though ACF is an important parameter in defining a rough surface, the present model
focuses on the surface roughness parameters obtained as a result of peak height
distribution. It is assumed that the peak heights are the same as surface heights and a new
approximation technique is used to determine asperity radius instead of utilizing the
neighboring points. The rigid flat surface is shown as a solid line in Figure 81(c). For a
certain displacement of the rigid flat surface, the peaks of the asperities coming in contact
with the flat surface are identified. An algorithm to evaluate intersection of two curves is
applied and the points of intersection of the rigid flat surface with the rough surface are
obtained. A circle is fitted through the points of intersection and the radius of curvature is
thus obtained. Each set of intersection points and the peak are approximated as a spherical
asperity with the same radius as the fitted circle. As a result of this approximation,
asperities with different radii are obtained as illustrated in Figure 82.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 81: (a) Set of random points with height distributions determined by the Pearson
system of frequency curves, (b) Connection of the points to generate a continuous
surface showing peaks and valleys, and (c) Identified peaks of the surface in contact
with the rigid plane (solid red line).
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 82: Different asperity peaks of a rough surface (solid curve) approximated using
a circle (dashed line) with radius (a) 15.02 mm (b) 30.86 mm (c) 42.13 mm (d)
46.16mm (e) 29.47mm.
The asperity radius approximated in existing models of rough surfaces is for surfaces in an
undeformed state. The asperity radii are either assumed to be same or a distribution
function similar to the peak height distribution function is assumed in determining the
asperity radii. An engineering surface shows sharp peaks and valleys at a micro scale while
the asperity radii are in nano-scale. Therefore, instead of a purely geometric approximation
of asperity radii, the present approach attempts to calculate asperity radii virtually using
the idea that contact pressure obtained at an asperity is directly related to the radius of the
asperity under a constant normal load. Based on this idea, it can be observed from Figure
82 that sharpness of a peak depends on the geometric span of the peak and elastic
deformation. A sharper peak (Figure 82(a)) will result in lower asperity radii since it is
expected that the contact pressure at this peak would be higher compared to a peak that is
less sharp (Figure 82(b-e)). When multiple asperities come into contact with the rigid flat
surface, the asperity radii thus calculated will be related to the distribution of peak heights.
Since this method of determining asperity radii is dependent on the peak height
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distribution, the statistical topographical parameters are valid even as the surface evolves.
Topographic parameters such as RMS roughness, skewness and kurtosis can be readily
obtained by scanning an engineering surface, and these parameters can be used to generate
a surface using the Pearson distribution system, to which the proposed model can be easily
applied. It should however be noted that the actual surface geometry is not changed and
no material is added or removed to achieve circular shapes. The spherical asperity
approximation is used only to calculate the pressure using Hertzian contact theory of sphere
against an infinite plane.

5.4

Wear Model

Archard’s wear equation is widely used in wear studies and simulations.

In this

investigation, the Archard’s wear law is used at a local level, at each asperity. The modified
Archard wear equation to evaluate wear depth is represented as:

ℎ, =

$


(62)

where,  is the Archard’s wear coefficient which is kept constant throughout this study at

5  10 , ℎ, is the wear depth and  is the Hardness of the material, which is also kept

constant at 2.5 GPa. The two most important factors that affect wear depth are contact

pressure () and slip ($). The tangential displacement is assumed to be constant (200  )
and the contact is assumed to be in gross slip.

In order to simulate material removal and study the effect of roughness parameters on wear
rate, Archard’s wear law is applied at the asperity level to the multi-asperity approximation
model of surface roughness. For simplicity, it is assumed that the material model is linear
elastic and that the failure occurs due to brittle fracture. It is also expected that the trend
in roughness parameters and wear depth with number of cycles would be similar to an
elastic-plastic contact, though the actual values of wear rate may differ depending upon the
scale and applied load. The scale of the model presented in this investigation is chosen
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such that the contact pressure obtained at the asperities is below the compressive yield
strength of the material. This along with brittle nature of the material prevents plastic flow
of the asperities. The wear mechanism of rough surfaces in contact is predominantly two
body abrasive, when adhesive effects are minimal, for example in presence of lubricants.
Two distinct modes of material removal are observable in two-body abrasive wear:
Ploughing and micro-cutting [175]. Cutting is predominant above a critical angle of attack
[176,177] and in this investigation, since the mating surface is assumed to be relatively
smooth, a high angle of attack would be more probable. Ploughing occurs when a hard
asperity slides against a softer surface causing plastic deformation and formation of
grooves. In this investigation, the materials are of similar hardness and plastic flow is
prevented due to their brittle nature. Xie and Williams [176] show that micro-cutting
occurs over a wide range of attack angles. Pellegrin et. al.[178] have shown that cutting
is the primary form of metal detachment in abrasive wear and lead to comparatively higher
wear rates than ploughing. Based on the model assumptions and reasoning presented in
literature, it can be assumed that the effects of ploughing would be minimum and microcutting would be the primary wear causing mechanism.
If the rigid body is displaced by an initial distance 3 into the rough surface, several

asperities may come into contact. Based on the procedure described in 2.2, the asperities
are approximated as spheres of different radii. The force of contact on each asperity is
calculated using the Hertzian contact theory:
l 
4
- = . ∗#ff
3

(63)

The total force (-PVP ) is obtained by the summation of force over each asperity. This value
is then compared with the certain force (-nMM ) which is applied to the rigid flat body to
achieve force balance according to the following criteria:

«-KN9 − -nMM « < 10
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Iterations are conducted over the deformation until the criteria is satisfied. During each
iteration, a different deformation is applied which results in different asperity radii. Once
the force balance is achieved, the contact area of each deformed asperity is calculated using
the following equation:
l

3-4 #4 
)4 = 

4. ∗

(64)

where, -4 and #4 are the Force on each asperity and radius of each asperity respectively.

The contact pressure can then be obtained using Hertzian sphere on infinite plane
formulation:

4 =

3-4
2D)4f

(65)

The calculated pressure is used in the Archard’s wear law Equation (62) to obtain wear
depth of each asperity. An average value of wear depths obtained at all asperities is used
to displace the surface nodes in contact with the rigid flat. The entire procedure is described
in Figure 83.
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Figure 83: Description of the wear model.
Chowdhury et. al.[179] presented an experimental investigation of surface topographic
changes during running-in of grease lubricated bearings and observed smoothening of
surface during running-in. A similar experimental evidence of surface profiles after
running-in of plain bearings [180,181]. Plateauing of initially rough surfaces during
running-in in presence of lubricants is a very common occurrence, and in absence of plastic
deformation, the truncation model is comparable to experimental results [182]. Stout et.
al. [183] have observed similar results in their running-in experiment of phosphor bronze
over hardened steel and proposed a simple truncation type wear model to study the change
in surface parameters. Therefore, the average wear simulation method is very similar to
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the truncation model and is certainly applicable for two body abrasive wear where most
material is removed by cutting during the running-in process. The process of material
removal is continued until the ratio of real area to apparent area of contact exceeds a certain
value ( ). This value is used merely as stopping criteria for the computational process and
the authors believe that once the contact fully transitions into a steady state regime, the
wear mechanisms proposed above cease to exist and adhesive wear over a smooth surface
would become the more dominant mechanism. For the simulations presented in this work,
the value of

is selected as 0.75. It can be safely assumed that the contact will transition

into steady state and sufficient smoothening of the surface will be achieved once the real
area of contact is 75% of the apparent area. The entire procedure is described in Figure 83.
Wear volume is obtained by integrating the area between the old surface and the displaced
surface as a result of material wear. Change in RMS roughness, skewness and kurtosis due
to a continuously evolving surface are also recorded.

The contribution of the material to wear rate is limited to the three properties - Elastic
modulus, Poisson’s ratio and Hardness, and effects of composition and microstructure are
not considered in the model. The hardness of the material is assumed constant and in the
absence of plastic deformation, it can be argued that work-hardening effects may not be
necessary to consider. Cutting of asperities of annealed metals are often accompanied by
localized deformation which can work-harden the surface layers [184]. Ploughing caused
by work-hardened transfer particles is commonly observed when the wear mechanism is
predominantly adhesive [185]. During abrasion by cutting, it may happen that the material
reaches a fully worked state after a few cycles. To include the work hardening effects, an
elastic-plastic material is required where hardness would vary as a function of the induced
plastic deformation of the asperities. In its most simple form, which is presented in this
investigation, the model is independent of the effects of work hardening.
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5.5

Application of the Wear Model on Standard Surfaces

Surface profiles are generated using standard shapes with different skewness and kurtosis
values and the wear model is applied on these surfaces. In addition, a Gaussian surface is
also studied. The following standard shapes have been used to generate surfaces:

Table 8: Schematic of surfaces generated using standard shapes and distribution.
Surface Profile

Schematic

Triangular

Hemispherical
Positively
Skewed
Negatively
Skewed

Gaussian

The wear model described in the previous section is applied on the standard surfaces. Table
2 contains the initial roughness, skewness and kurtosis values of the surfaces.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 84: Evolution of surfaces with different profiles: (a) Triangular (b)
Hemispherical (c) Positively skewed (d) Negatively skewed and (e) Gaussian.
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Table 9: Initial roughness parameters of standard surfaces.
Surface Profile
Triangular
Hemispherical
Positively Skewed
Negatively Skewed
Gaussian

(a)

RMS Roughness
( )
5.8
4.8
6
5.6
5.2

Skewness

Kurtosis

0
-1.25
0.75
-1.6
0

1.8
4
2.25
6
3

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 85: Wear volume vs number of cycles for different surfaces: (a) Triangular (b)
Hemispherical (c) Positively skewed (d) Negatively skewed and (e) Gaussian.
Figure 84(a-d) demonstrates the surface evolution of the surfaces generated using standard
shapes while Figure 84(e) illustrates the surface evolution for a randomly generated
Gaussian surface. Each simulation is conducted for 200 cycles under a high load of 50,000
N for accelerated wear simulation. Wear volume is calculated by integrating the area
between the two surfaces. Very high contact pressure is experienced for triangular and
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positively skewed surfaces as compared to the rest. The wear volume for each surface is
plotted against the number of wear cycles in Figure 85. It should be noted that different
trends in wear volume rate are observed for each case. In certain cases such as the
triangular and the skewed surfaces, a single slope is observed while multiple slopes are
observed for hemispherical and Gaussian surfaces.

Table 10: Wear rates for different surface profiles expressed in

Surface Profile
Triangular
Hemispherical
Positive Skew
Negative Skew
Gaussian

(

f

f

per depth per cycle.

Wear Rate
(
(ℎ, ( U¬U|()
4  10
6  10
5  10
3  10
1.32  10

The normalized wear rate is calculated according to Equation (62) and is summarized in
Table 10 for each surface profile. A positively skewed surface showed a higher wear rate
compared to a negatively skewed surface. It should also be noted that wear volume rate is
dependent on the number of asperities in contact. The hemispherical surface has very
similar skewness and kurtosis values as the negatively skewed surface but the wear rate is
twice that of the negatively skewed surface. Since the wear volume for each asperity is
added to obtain the total wear volume, a surface with more number of asperities is likely
to show a higher wear volume. Because wear depth is a property of the surface as a whole
and not each asperity, it is a better measure of the material removal when studying the
effect of surface roughness. Henceforth, in this investigation wear rate would represent the
change in wear depth per cycle.

Several surfaces were generated using the Pearson distribution system and the effect of
following parameters as shown in Table 11 on wear rate and surface evolution were
investigated in detail. Because, the average roughness and the RMS roughness are related
to each other, only one of the two variables can be specified to generate a surface. In this
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investigation, the RMS roughness is used as an input to generate the surface and the mean
roughness is calculated from the generated surface.

Table 11: Variables in the simulation and the range of values investigated.
Parameter
RMS
Roughness
Skewness
Kurtosis

Symbol Units
Values
1,
5,
10,
15,
20, 30, 40, 50
#¥


#K6
#6N

---

-2, -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2
2, 3, 6, 10, 15, 20

The current investigation is focused towards studying the effect of surface roughness
parameters and therefore, other variables in the wear equation are kept constant as shown
in Table 12. Force displacement relationships, change in real area of contact, evolution of
surface roughness parameters and wear rate are investigated in detail for different surfaces.

Table 12: List of constants used in the simulation.
Parameter
Normal Force
Wear Coefficient
Hardness
Elastic Modulus
Tangential displacement amplitude

5.6

Symbol
Units
X
-

)
.
)



Constant Value
50
5 x 10-4
2.5
210
200

Force Displacement Relationships

In order to determine the contact stiffness of two bodies in contact, it is important to study
the force-displacement of two surfaces in contact. In the Hertzian solution of two spherical
bodies in contact, a non-linear Force-displacement relationship is defined. Pei et al. [83]
showed the variation in Force-displacement curves as a function of surface roughness using
a 3D finite element model of contact between two surfaces. In the current investigation, a
multiple asperity deformation approach is followed where each asperity is elastically
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deformed according to the Hertzian contact solution. Since, the number and size of
asperities in contact vary with surface roughness parameters; a non-linear Force
displacement relationship for each surface can be obtained. The contact stiffness of the
two bodies can be calculated from the obtained relationships and can be correlated to
tribological properties of the surface such as, contact pressure, friction and wear.

To obtain the force-displacement relationships, a rigid flat surface is displaced in 20
increments during which the force is varied from 0 to 100 N. The change in mean contact
pressure and number of asperities is also recorded.

Figure 86 demonstrates the

observations for a positively skewed surface and Figure 87 depicts similar observations for
negatively skewed surface.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 86: For a positively skewed surface (R ® =1) with R ¯ =1 μm and R ®° =3: (a)
Descent of the rigid flat surface on the rough surface (b) Change in contact pressure
with number of cycles (c) Change in number of asperities in contact (d) Forcedisplacement relationship.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 87: For a positively skewed surface (#K6 =-1) with #¥ =1  and #6N =3: (a)
Descent of the rigid flat surface on the rough surface (b) Change in contact pressure
with number of cycles (c) Change in number of asperities in contact (d) Forcedisplacement relationship.

(a)

(b)

Figure 88: Force displacement curves for positive, zero and negative skewness
surfaces for (a) R ¯ = 10 μm, R ®° =3, and (b) R ¯ =40 μm, R ®° =3.
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For a positively skewed surface, the mean contact pressure decreases at each step as two
surfaces are brought into contact and the number of asperities coming into contact also
increases. The decrease in mean contact pressure in a positively skewed surface is due to
the increasing number of asperities coming into contact. For a negatively skewed surface,
the mean contact pressure initially increases and then becomes approximately constant and
the same trend is observed for number of asperities. Relatively larger number of asperities
comes into contact initially in case of a negatively skewed surface as compared to a
positively skewed surface. As a result mean contact pressure is an order of magnitude less
in case of negatively skewed surfaces. As the number of asperities in contact increase, the
mean contact pressure slightly increases and it is due to a slight reduction in the real area
of contact. For the major portion of the simulation, the number of asperities as well as the
contact pressure do not increase or decrease drastically. This suggests that the change in
total real contact area and the contact area per asperity is very low. Therefore, a negatively
skewed surface exhibits higher contact stiffness as compared to a positively skewed
surface. The force displacement relationship for each surface is expressed as:

- = ) :

(66)

where ) is a constant of proportionality and h is the exponent over deformation ( ).
Since the value of the deformation is less than unity, a lower value of h will lead to a higher

value of - , while a higher value of ) will cause a higher value of - . Therefore, a surface
with higher ) and lower h will be stiffer. Comparison of Figure 86(d) and Figure 87(d)

manifests that for a certain deformation of the rough surface, a higher force is required in
case of a negatively skewed surface.

Figure 88 demonstrates the force-displacement relationship for surfaces with two different
roughness values. A negatively skewed surface exhibits a higher value of contact stiffness
compared to a positively skewed surface. Therefore, it can be concluded that the contact
stiffness depends on the combination of constants ) and h.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 89: Platykurtic surface (#6N =1, #¥ =1  & #K6 =0): (a) Descent of the rigid flat
surface on the rough surface (b) Change in contact pressure with number of cycles (c)
Change in number of asperities in contact (d) Force-displacement relationship.
Figure 89 demonstrates the change in mean contact pressure and number of asperities for
a platykurtic surface (#6N = 1). The number of asperities in contact initially is very high

and as load is applied on the rigid flat body, the number of asperities increase by only 9%.
Although the mean contact pressure increases with number of cycles, the increase is only
around 20%. For a leptokurtic surface (#6N =7), the number of asperities increase from 2
to 100 (5000%). A corresponding decrease in mean contact pressure (~80 %) is observed

due to an increase in real contact area, which in turn, is caused by more asperities coming
in contact. The observations are illustrated in Figure 90. Force-displacement relationship
is also obtained for both the surfaces. A platykurtic surface is stiffer compared to a
leptokurtic surface. This is similar to the comparison of skewed surfaces, where decreasing
mean contact pressure and increasing number of asperities resulted in lower contact
stiffness.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 90: Leptokurtic surface (R ®° =7, R ¯ =1 μm & R ® =0): (a) Descent of the rigid
flat surface on the rough surface (b) Change in contact pressure with number of cycles
(c) Change in number of asperities in contact (d) Force-displacement relationship.

(a)

(b)

Figure 91: Force displacement curves for surfaces with different kurtosis values and
(a) R ¯ = 10 μm, R ® =0, and (b) R ¯ =40 μm, R ® =0.
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To further investigate the effect of kurtosis on contact stiffness, the simulations are
extended to two more surfaces with RMS roughness 10 and 40 . Figure 91 depicts that
as kurtosis increases, the contact stiffness of surfaces decreases.

(a)

(b)

Figure 92: (a) Change in normalized contact area with skewness at three different
applied pressures (R ¯ = 1 μm, R ®° = 3) , which suggests the same trend as (b) Change
in fractional area of contact with skewness at a constant kurtosis(K) =3 [75].
5.7

Real Area of Contact

Since, the surfaces at micro-scale are rougher compared to a macro scale, when two rough
surfaces come into contact, the real contact area is much smaller as compared to the
apparent area. The contact area between a pair of asperities contributes to the total real
area. Tribological behavior of two surfaces such as friction and wear depend primarily on
the real area of contact [64]. In this investigation, the variation in real area of contact with
different surface parameters is analyzed.
The fractional real area of contact (G: ) is defined as the ratio of total real area (GH ) to
apparent area (Gn ):

G: =

GH
Gn

(67)
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The fractional real area of contact is obtained for surfaces with different RMS roughness,
skewness and kurtosis. Figure 92 illustrates the variation in percentage fractional real area
of contact with skewness of the surface and compares it to a similar result published by
Kotwal & Bhushan [75]. The apparent area (Gn ) of contact for all the surfaces is 100

f

.

Three different normal loads: 5, 50 and 100 X were applied to obtain the applied pressures
of 50, 500 and 1000 ) to achieve similar pressures for comparison with the work

presented in [75]. The real area of contact decreases as the surface becomes more and more
positively skewed. As discussed in the previous section, more number of asperities engage
in contact for a negatively skewed surface compared to a positively skewed surface, and
therefore, the real area of contact is high for a negatively skewed surface. The variation in
fractional real area of contact show similar variation with skewness in the published
literature. A similar comparison is obtained for variation in fractional contact area with
kurtosis demonstrated in Figure 93. Real area of contact is very high for surfaces with low
kurtosis values while the variation is minimal for high kurtosis values. More number of
asperities is brought into contact for a surface with low kurtosis value which results in a
higher real contact area. The same is discussed in the previous section. The variation in
fractional area of contact with kurtosis is similar to the results in published literature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 93: (a) Change in normalized contact area with kurtosis at three different
applied pressures (R ¯ = 1 μm, #K6 = 0), which suggests the same trend as (b) Change
in fractional area of contact with kurtosis at a constant skewness (Sk)=0 [75].
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In addition, the variation in real area of contact with RMS roughness is also investigated
and is represented in Figure 94. The real area of contact for surfaces with low RMS
roughness is higher compared to surfaces with high RMS roughness. The change in real
area of contact is minimal at higher surface roughness. Moreover, at higher surface
roughness, the difference between the real contact areas obtained at two loads is very
minimal.

Figure 94: Change in normalized contact area with RMS roughness at two different loads
(#K6 = 0, #6N =3).
5.8

Evolution of the Surface and Contact Pressure

Wear is simulated on several surfaces with different roughness, skewness and kurtosis.
The contact surface changes after every wear cycle. Due to a change in the surface, number
of asperities in contact, real contact area and contact pressure also changes. The worn
surface also has a different roughness, skewness and kurtosis value compared to the
unworn surface. In this section, evolution of the contact surface and a resulting change in

the contact pressure is investigated. The initial RMS roughness of all the surfaces is 1  .
The wear simulations are terminated when the real area of contact is 75% of the apparent

area. Surface profiles obtained after 0, 150, 300 and 550 cycles are shown in Figure 95
through Figure 98 for various surfaces.
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N=0

N=150

N=300

N=550
Figure 95: Evolution of surface (R ¯ =1 μm, R ® =-1, R ®° =3) at different stages during
the wear simulation.

N=0

N=150
N=300
N=550
Figure 96: Evolution of surface (R ¯ =1 μm, R ® = 1, R ®° =3) at different stages during
the wear simulation.
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N=0

N=150

N=300
N=550
Figure 97: Evolution of surface (R ¯ =1 μm, R ® = 0, R ®° =2) at different stages during
the wear simulation.

N=0

N=150

N=300

N=550
Figure 98: Evolution of surface (R ¯ =1 μm, R ® = 0, R ®° =10) at different stages during
the wear simulation.
Due to the changing surface profile the number of asperities coming into contact and the
mean contact pressure changes. Figure 99 demonstrates the evolution of mean contact
pressure and number of asperities for surfaces with extreme values of skewness and
kurtosis.
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The number of asperities across all surfaces first increases and then decreases. The
asperities in contact at the beginning of the simulation partially wear and the rigid body is
displaced more towards the rough surface to sustain the force balance. As the rigid flat is
displaced further, more asperities come into contact. Real area of contact increases due to
an increase in the number of asperities. After a certain number of cycles, the surfaces are
worn and smoothened to produce larger asperities. Real area of contact increases due to
larger contact area per asperity instead of the number of asperities. Since the real area of
contact is constantly increasing due to wear, the contact pressure decreases as wear
progresses.

5.9

Evolution of Roughness Parameters

As wear is simulated on a virgin surface, material is removed and a new surface is
generated. The new surface has different RMS roughness, skewness and kurtosis. It is
known that as highly rough surfaces are subjected to wear, the surface roughness decreases.
Evaluation of the decrease in surface roughness along with skewness and kurtosis is
essential to investigate the variation in wear rate with surface roughness parameters. The
change in mean and RMS roughness is depicted in Figure for surfaces with extreme values
of skewness and kurtosis.
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(a) #¥ =1  , #K6 =-1, #6N =3

(b) #¥ =1  , #K6 =-1, #6N =3

(c) #¥ =1  , #K6 =0, #6N =2

(d) #¥ =1  , #K6 =0, #6N =10

Figure 99: Variation in mean contact pressure and number of asperities with number
of simulation cycles for different surfaces.
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(a) R ¯ =1 μm, R ® =-1, R ®° =3

(b) R ¯ =1 μm, R ® =-1, R ®° =3

(c) R ¯ =1 μm, R ® =0, R ®° =2

(d) R ¯ =1 μm, R ® =0, R ®° =10

Figure 100: Change in mean and RMS roughness with number of cycles for four
different surfaces.
For all the surfaces depicted in Figure 100, the roughness decreases as wear occurs.
Contact of sharp asperities with another surface causes high contact pressure. The wear
obtained due to deformation and shear of asperities in contact, reduces the peak to valley
distance of the surface, as a result of which the surface roughness decreases.

The change in skewness and kurtosis for each surface is depicted in Figure 101. The
skewness becomes more negative for each surface and kurtosis becomes more positive.
The skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of the surface. As the surface asperities wear,
the mean roughness line moves into the surface and the contact area per asperity increases.
As a result, the area above the mean line is more than the area below it. The resulting
surface, therefore, has a more negative skewness. During running-in the kurtosis stays
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constant or decreases due to removal of peaks and then increases in the steady state regime.
The decrease during running-in is most apparent in positively skewed surfaces as depicted
in Figure 101(b). This process is similar to ‘plateauing’ of surfaces during which the value
of kurtosis decreases below 3. Since, the contact area keeps increasing as wear occurs,
initially due to increase in the number of asperities in contact and later, due to deformation
and shear of asperities, the value of kurtosis also increases in steady-state regime.

(a) #¥ =1  , #K6 =-1, #6N =3

(b) #¥ =1  , #K6 =-1, #6N =3

(c) #¥ =1  , #K6 = 0, #6N =2

(d) #¥ =1  , #K6 = 0, #6N =10

Figure 101: Change in skewness and kurtosis with number of cycles for four different
surfaces.
In addition, change in surface parameters for different levels of surface roughness is also

investigated while keeping skewness (#K6 = 0) and kurtosis (#6N =3) constant. Figure 102
depicts the change in surface roughness parameters for three surfaces with RMS roughness

10, 20 and 40  . The mean and RMS roughness of each surface decreased by a factor of
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5 as wear occurred. The skewness of each surface decreased while the kurtosis increased,
similar to the observations in Figure 101. Similar trends of decrease in roughness and
skewness with wear is observed in experiments conducted by several researchers
[179,182,186].

(a) #¥ =10 , #K6 = 0,
#6N =3

(b) #¥ =20 , #K6 = 0,
#6N =3

(c) #¥ =40 , #K6 = 0,
#6N =3

Figure 102: Change in mean and RMS roughness, skewness and kurtosis with number
of cycles for surfaces with constant skewness and kurtosis but varying roughness.
5.10 Evaluation of Wear Rate

Due to changing surface roughness parameters, number of asperities and the contact
pressure, it is expected that wear depth per cycle would constantly change. Wear depth is
calculated according to the Archard wear equation and is plotted against number of cycles.
Two distinct slopes were observed for all surfaces, indicating a high wear rate initially
followed by a mild steady state wear rate. The wear rates obtained for surfaces with
extreme values of skewness and kurtosis are depicted in Figure 103. The wear rates are
obtained by fitting a linear least squares model that best approximates both the run-in and
steady wear regimes, and expressed in

/U¬U|(. According to the widely followed

Archard’s wear law, wear depth is linearly proportional to number of cycles or sliding
distance. The current investigation demonstrates that there exists a bilinear approximation
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between wear depth and number of cycles. The initial or the run-in wear rate is typically
a magnitude of order higher than the steady state wear rate. The high wear rate observed
during run-in is due to low real area of contact and resulting high contact pressure at surface
asperities. As the asperities are removed due to wear, larger or more number of asperities
come into contact which causes contact pressure to reduce. This is followed by a steady
state wear regime, where the change in contact pressure is minimal and the wear rate is
low.

(a) #¥ =1  , #K6 =-1, #6N =3

(b) #¥ =1  , #K6 = 1, #6N =3

(c) #¥ =1  , #K6 =0, #6N =2

(d) #¥ =1  , #K6 =0, #6N =10

Figure 103: Wear depth as a function of number of cycles for surfaces with extreme
values of skewness and kurtosis.
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As the contact pressure continuously decreases, two distinct regions can be observed as
depicted in Figure 99:
1. From the beginning of wear until the number of asperities reach a maximum:
During this regime, the contribution to the increasing real area of contact is due
to more number of asperities coming into contact. A steep decrease in contact
pressure can be observed.
2. After the number of asperities in contact start decreasing: During this regime,
the contribution to the increasing real area of contact is due to a larger contact
area per asperity. The decrease in contact pressure is comparatively slower.

The transition between run-in wear rate and steady wear rate corresponds to the wear cycle
at which maximum number of asperities in contact is achieved. If XP is the number of

cycles at which transition from severe to mild transition occurs, the bilinear wear model
can be represented as:

ℎ, =

=

lX

fX

ℎ(h X ≤ XP

ℎ(h X { XP

(68)

where, ℎ, is the wear depth expressed in distance/cycle and X is the current number of
cycles. Two distinct slopes
regimes respectively.

l

and

f

can be obtained for run-in and steady state wear

Since, the run-in wear is more severe and most influenced due to the roughness parameters,
it is more important to investigate the wear rate obtained in this region in order to obtain
optimum roughness parameters for most wear resistance. The run-in wear rate of a
positively skewed surface is higher than that of a negatively skewed surface. This is due
to high initial contact pressures observed for a positively skewed surface. The run-in wear
rate of a surface with high kurtosis value is more than a surface with lower kurtosis value.
This is due to sharper asperities in contact which causes high contact pressures at each
asperity. Wear depth is also investigated as a function of different levels of RMS roughness
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at constant initial skewness and kurtosis of 0 and 3 respectively. The wear rates are
obtained for four surfaces with RMS roughness: 5, 10, 20 and 40  . As illustrated in
Figure 104, wear rate increases with surface roughness. The bilinear wear behavior

involving a run-in regime followed by a steady state regime has also been demonstrated
experimentally by Masouros et. al. [181] and is depicted in Figure 105.

Figure 104: Wear rates obtained for surfaces with three different RMS roughness while
the skewness and kurtosis for each surface is constant.
The run-in wear rates obtained for several surfaces with different values of RMS
roughness, skewness and kurtosis are investigated as a function of each roughness
parameter. Figure 106 depicts wear rate as a function of surface skewness for four different
RMS roughness values. The multiple data points obtained at each value of RMS roughness
and skewness are due to different kurtosis values. The wear rate increases as skewness is
varied from -2 to 2, suggesting that surfaces with positive skewness exhibit a higher wear
rate compared to surfaces with negative skewness. This phenomenon is discussed earlier
in this section and is consistent across surfaces with different RMS roughness. A surface
with higher kurtosis values has sharper peaks which results in very high contact pressures
at asperities. As illustrated in Figure 107, as kurtosis is increased, wear rate generally
increases. The run-in wear rate is also investigated with respect to RMS roughness. Figure
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108 demonstrates the wear rate as a function of RMS roughness. Wear rate increases with
increase in roughness, and this is consistent across various values of skewness and kurtosis.

Figure 105: Wear depth vs sliding distance obtained experimentally by Masouras et. al.
[181] during the running-in of bearing transients.

Figure 106: Variation of wear rate with skewness. Surfaces with positive skewness show
higher wear rate.
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5.11 Effect of Interplay of Surface Roughness Parameters on Wear Rate
It has been shown that as surfaces are worn, significant changes in skewness and kurtosis
are observed. Chilamakuri & Bhushan [187] have suggested that there is a combined effect
of skewness and kurtosis on contact area and contact pressure. Since, wear rate is a
function of the real contact area and contact pressure, it is expected that interplay between
skewness and kurtosis may have significant effects on wear rate. In addition, effect of
RMS roughness on the interplay is also considered.

Figure 107: Variation of wear rate with kurtosis. Surfaces with high value of kurtosis
show a higher wear rate.
Wear maps are constructed to exhibit the dominant surface parameter and to study the
combined effects of surface parameters. The wear maps can also be used to discover
possible interplays between different parameters by identifying irregular trends in the map.
Figure 109 depicts the wear map obtained by considering a combined effect of RMS
roughness and skewness. It can be observed that the effect of RMS roughness on wear rate
is more dominant compared to the effect of skewness, in the range of values investigated.
Figure 110 considers a combined effect of RMS roughness and kurtosis on wear rate. RMS
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roughness has a more dominating effect on wear rate as compared to kurtosis. Therefore,
it can be argued that the effect of RMS roughness on wear rate is more pronounced
compared to the effect of skewness and kurtosis for the values investigated. Figure 111
depicts the combined effect of skewness and kurtosis on wear rate. Though, it can be
observed that the effect of skewness on wear rate is more pronounced than kurtosis, some
interplay can be noticed which may be effected by RMS roughness. Therefore, the effect
of skewness and kurtosis is further investigated.

Figure 108: Wear rate as a function of RMS roughness. Wear rate increases as roughness
is increased.
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Figure 109: Wear map depicting the combined effect of RMS roughness and skewness.

Figure 110: Wear map depicting the combined effect of RMS roughness and kurtosis.
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Figure 111: Wear map depicting the combined effect of skewness and kurtosis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 112: Change of wear rate with (a) Skewness at different initial kurtosis for
R ¯ =10μm (b) Skewness at different initial kurtosis for R ¯ =40μm (c) Kurtosis at
different initial skewness for R ¯ =10μm (d) Kurtosis at different initial skewness for
R ¯ =40μm.
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(c)

(d)
Figure 112: Continued.

5.12 Comparison with Experimental Results
The surface roughness model presented in this work depicts a bilinear wear behavior
illustrating a severe running-in wear followed by a mild steady state wear and the same has
been experimentally demonstrated by several researchers.

Masouros et.

al.

[181]

demonstrated this experimentally in the running-in of bearings as depicted in Figure 105.
Bayer [188] has discussed that there is a difference in the wear behavior between surfaces

with similar #n but are generated in different ways. He proposed a bilinear relationship

between wear depth and number of cycles. More recently, Henein et. al. [189] measured
the wear between piston and cylinder liners in-situ and showed a similar bilinear behavior.
As depicted in Figure 114, they also suggested a decline in average and RMS roughness
which is similar to trends obtained from the proposed model. Therefore, the well-known
behavior of running-in followed by steady state wear as a result of surface roughness can
be obtained using the current approach.

In order to compare the wear rates, the value of wear coefficients, both during running-in
and steady state are obtained from the wear depth vs number of cycles data provided by
the simulation. These values are compared to several instances of wear of rough surface
presented in the literature. Lacey and Torrance [190] conducted experiments on several
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steel surfaces against brass and reported the wear coefficients. Six different specimens
were investigated as described in Table 13.

Table 13: Description of the surface topography parameters for six different specimens
investigated by Lacy and Torrance [190].
Specimen
1
2
3
4
5
6

#¥
1.9
1.4
3.1
1.2
0.6
1.1

#K6
0.1
0.49
-0.29
-0.09
-0.26
-0.16

#6N
2.06
2.27
3.14
3.22
3.1
3.61

Simulations were conducted by generating surfaces with the same value of topographical
parameters as depicted in the above table. The material constants were obtained from the
same article and the simulations were conducted under a normal load of 50N, which is one
of the load values used in experiments. Two different simulations were conducted on the
surfaces based on the equivalent elastic modulus: Brass (96 GPa) on Steel (200 GPa) and
Steel on Steel. Since the experimental values are reported for earliest stages of wear, the
running-in wear coefficient is compared with the experimentally obtained wear coefficient.
Figure 115 depicts the comparison of these simulations with the experiments. The range
of values obtained from simulations is in the same order as obtained from experiments.
Pellegrin et. al.[178] conducted abrasive wear experiments where the contact is between a
grit paper and steel and proposed that the dominant wear mechanism is micro-cutting type
two body abrasion. The wear coefficients obtained from their experiments are compared
to running-in wear rates obtained from simulation of various surfaces with RMS roughness
of 1 and 5 

and varying skewness and kurtosis in range of values stated in Table 11.

The comparison as depicted in Figure 116 shows that the wear coefficients predicted by
simulations are in the same range as reported in the experiments.
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Figure 113: Wear depth vs sliding distance obtained experimentally by Masouras et. al.
[181] during the running-in of bearing transients.

(a)

(b)

Figure 114: (a) Wear depth vs hours depicting a severe wear during running-in
followed by severe wear (b) Decrease in ± ² and ± ³ as a result of in-situ measurements
of engine cylinder wear [189].
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Figure 115: Comparison of wear coefficients obtained from simulation during running-in
with the wear coefficients reported by Lacey & Torrance [190].

Figure 116: Comparison of wear coefficient obtained from simulations with the
coefficients reported in [178].
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5.13 Conclusions
In this investigation, a new approach to model wear on non-Gaussian surfaces is proposed,
which allows easy simulation of deep wear scars. As a result, both running-in (more
severe) wear and steady state (mild) wear regimes can be observed. Analysis of wear rates
obtained from simulations conducted using this approach can be used to design an optimum
surface which will provide most wear resistance. A Pearson system of frequency curves is
incorporated to generate rough surfaces with distinct surface roughness parameters: RMS
roughness, skewness and kurtosis. A multi-asperity approximation approach is adapted
and each asperity is approximated as a Hertzian contact surface. Evolution of contact
pressure, number of asperities in contact, roughness, skewness and kurtosis due to wear is
investigated.

The deeper wear scars that can be obtained using this approach provide an insight into the
continuously changing contact interface. The contact pressure, real area of contact and the
number of asperities in contact are evaluated during the wear process, and are related to
the obtained wear rate. Two distinct regions are obtained during the wear process. In the
initial part of the wear simulation, contact area increases due to increase in number of
asperities in contact which results in severe running-in wear while in the regime which
follows contact area increases even if number of asperities decrease. This is due to larger
contact area per asperity which results in a steady or mild wear. The surface roughness
decreases as surface asperities are sheared and removed. The skewness tends to become
more negative with wear while kurtosis becomes more positive.

The independent and combined effects of surface roughness parameters on wear rate are
investigated in detail. It is observed that wear rate is higher for a positively skewed surface
compared to a negatively skewed surface. Wear rate is also higher for a surface with high
kurtosis value. In addition, wear rates are also shown to increase with RMS roughness.
Analysis of obtained results showed that the effect of RMS roughness on wear rate is more
pronounced, followed by the effect of skewness and then the effect of kurtosis.
Considerable interplay between RMS roughness, skewness and kurtosis is also observed.
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Two opposing effects are investigated: increase in wear due to positive skewness and
decrease in wear at lower kurtosis values. Preliminary analysis suggests that the variation
of wear rate with skewness is more influenced by kurtosis at higher surface roughness
values compared to lower roughness values. The wear coefficients obtained from the
simulations compare well with the wear coefficients reported in the literature. Although
an optimum surface can be usually obtained from the general trends in wear rate as a
function of surface parameters, an investigation of interplay between the parameters could
further concretize the choice of a most wear resistant surface. Extending the model to
include elastic-plastic effects and consider important effects such as work-hardening would
add more value to this model.
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

6.1

Summary

In chapter 1, the topic of fretting wear is introduced with brief discussions of historical
background, wear mechanisms, current wear models and limitations of the current wear
models. In addition, the continuum damage mechanics, linear elastic fracture mechanics
and effect of rough surfaces on contact between two solids is discussed. It is proposed that
stress based approaches could be used to model fretting wear and dependence on
experimentally obtained wear coefficients could be reduced or eliminated.

The

investigation of fretting over flat surfaces is also extended to study the sliding of nonGaussian rough surfaces. In addition, the effect of deformable wear debris in a fretting
contact is also analyzed.

In chapter 2, a new approach for modeling fretting wear in partial slip regime is proposed.
A wear law is derived for fretting of similar materials without lubrication. This wear law
is implemented using the damage mechanics approach in a Finite Element model. The
wear rates and wear coefficients from the model are in agreement with those available in
the literature. This demonstrates that a wear equation using only material properties,
normal load and sliding distance can be used to model fretting wear and obtain wear rates
similar to those obtained experimentally and reported in the literature. Therefore, a single
wear law dependent on material properties can be applied to a range of materials to model
fretting wear.

The model described in the present work is based on assumptions, which were made to
keep the model simple and demonstrate its capability. This model can also be used to
simulate different Moduli of Elasticity and allow wear on both bodies in contact. In
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addition, by incorporating plasticity into the model, hardness can be modeled in the FE
simulation and the resulting effect on stress can be included in the damage law. Since this
model is stress based, the approach described can be extended to include the effect of
various factors such as third body, oxidation of surface layer, temperature etc. on fretting
wear by adding their contribution on contact stresses and the resulting damage. In order to
study more realistic cases and different types of contact geometries (i.e. conformal
contacts), the FE model can be enhanced to simulate debris kinematics with the fretting
cycle and the corresponding effect on stress calculations can also be included in the
proposed damage law.

While surface initiated fretting was discussed in chapter 2, subsurface initiated fretting is
discussed in chapter 3. Subsurface initiated fretting wear has been simulated in FEA using
linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). The dominant fracture mechanism in the
Hertzian line contact model with crack is mode II as high compressive stresses due to
Hertzian contact suppress mode I growth. Therefore, mode II fracture criterion is used to
evaluate the crack propagation direction. Paris’ Law is used to calculate propagation life
and is based on the change in stress intensity factor (SIF) due to combined loading. The
stresses at crack tips and stress intensity factors (SIFs) are analyzed to validate the mode II
assumption.

The effect of maximum Hertzian pressure, coefficient of friction, displacement amplitude
and depth of initial crack on crack propagation paths, crack propagation rates and wear
rates are evaluated. Crack propagation rates and wear rates increase with increase in
maximum Hertzian pressure, coefficient of friction, displacement amplitude and depth of
initial crack. Hertzian pressure and coefficient of friction have significant influence on
crack propagation and hence, propagation life is expressed as a function of contact shear
stress in form of an equation. In addition, the proposed method also evaluates the effect of
fretting regime on wear rate. The wear rate trends obtained from the current work are in
agreement with the dissipated energy wear law, which states that wear volume is directly
proportional to the energy dissipated at the contact interface. In addition, the range of
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dissipated energy wear coefficients obtained from the current simulations correlate well to
the values reported in literature.

In chapter 4, an important phenomenon related to fretting wear is investigated. Due to
minute displacements, the debris generated at the contact is most often trapped within the
contact. The wear debris generated initially are parts of the first bodies and are in the form
of lose particles. At this stage, the contact between first bodies is modified and it is
important to consider the effect of third body entrapment between the first bodies. Due to
the complex nature of this problem, a simplified finite element model is developed and the
effect of multiple cylindrical third bodies on contact parameters is studied.

It is shown that the third body particles carry significant amount of load and undergo plastic
deformation, while the contact between first bodies stay in elastic regime.

This

phenomenon could be instrumental in alleviating wear at the first body contact. As the
number of third bodies in contact increases, the shear force at the contact of first bodies
decreases while the contact slip increases initially when the contact is in gross slip regime.
The relationship between contact shear and contact slip with the number of particles is
described with equations obtained from several FE simulations. This analysis provides a
fundamental understanding of the change in contact parameters in presence of wear debris.

In chapters 2, 3 and 4 fretting wear on flat surfaces have been investigated. In chapter 5, a
new approach to model wear on non-Gaussian surfaces is proposed, which allows easy
simulation of deep wear scars. As a result, both run-in (more severe) wear and steady state
(mild) wear regimes can be observed. Analysis of wear rates obtained from simulations
conducted using this approach can be used to design an optimum surface which will
provide most wear resistance.

The independent and combined effects of surface roughness parameters on wear rate are
investigated in detail. It is observed that wear rate is higher for a positively skewed surface
compared to a negatively skewed surface. Wear rate is also higher for a surface with high
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kurtosis value. In addition, wear rates are also shown to increase with RMS roughness.
Analysis of obtained results showed that the effect of RMS roughness on wear rate is more
pronounced, followed by the effect of skewness and then the effect of kurtosis.

6.2

Future Work

This section suggests further research efforts for continued investigations of fretting wear
and surface roughness. Considering the current state of understanding of fretting wear as
described in chapter 1, there are several promising directions in which more research can
be conducted. The wear models described in the previous chapters can be extended to
include effects that are more comparable to experiments or in actual operation. The future
work avenues are a result of initial project goals as well as investigations conducted during
the course of this study.

6.2.1

Study of Elastic-Plastic Effects on Contact of Rough Surface

In chapter 3, it is assumed that the material response to the contact of asperities is linear
elastic. The scale of roughness is chosen such that the contact pressures do not cause the
material to yield significantly. However, to study surfaces of different scales very high
contact pressures could be observed. Therefore, it is necessary to implement an elasticplastic material model to accurately evaluate the contact stresses. The CEB [66] model
and ZMC [67] model propose two distinct elastic-plastic asperity contact model. While
the CEB model discusses a contact model of elastic plastic asperity, the ZMC model
extends it to include elastic-plastic and perfectly plastic material responses. The material
model to be implemented in the investigation of elastic-plastic effects of rough surfaces in
contact is similar to the ZMC model and is illustrated in Figure 117.
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Figure 117: A simplified material model to investigate elastic plastic effects when two
rough surfaces interact.

Since the rough surface contact model is based on force displacement equilibrium,
relationship between force and displacement in the three regions: Linear Elastic, ElasticPlastic and Perfectly Plastic can be obtained with the aid of Finite Element Analysis of
Hertzian point contact. The non-Gaussian surface generator used in chapter 3 will be
implemented at various scales to investigate the effect of various roughness scales.
Preliminary simulations demonstrate a significant reduction in wear rates when an elastic
plastic material model is incorporated. Evolution of surface roughness parameters such as
RMS roughness, skewness and kurtosis can be investigated. The effect of skewness and
kurtosis on wear rates can also be evaluated. Therefore, by incorporating an elastic-plastic
material response as experienced during laboratory or field conditions, the surface
roughness model is expected to yield results which are more in agreement with published
experimental work.
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6.2.2

Experimental Evaluation of the Effect of Third Bodies on Fretting Contact

In a fretting contact, the two rubbing surfaces in sliding or fretting contact are called “first
bodies”, while the wear debris or particles generated between them are called “third body”.
This concept was introduced by Godet [191] in the 1970s to connect the lubrication theory
with dry contacts. In addition to the computational model proposed in chapter 5, the effect
of third body particles in wear can be experimentally studied. Pin on disk and reciprocating
sliding experiments can be conducted to study the entrapment of third body particles and
their possible role in reducing coefficient of friction. To achieve this, grooves of different
depths and widths can be laser machined on one of the contacting bodies at various angles
with respect to the angle of motion. It is expected that varying degree of third body
particles will be retained in each situation which could influence the shear force. A
schematic of the motions and grooves on the body is illustrated in Figure 118.

Figure 118: Schematic of rotational and reciprocating sliding motions to be used in the
study of third body entrapment and its effect on coefficient of friction.
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6.2.3

Fundamental Investigation of Friction

In all the numerical investigations proposed in previous chapters, the value of coefficient
of friction is used as an input to the model and is assumed to stay constant throughout the
course of wear evolution. However, in actual physical contact of two solids sliding against
each other this is not true. Therefore, an investigation of friction at atomic level involving
the effects of adhesive forces is necessary. A simplified friction model based on the theory
of mechanics of materials is being developed by treating the asperities as a cantilever beams
and verified using molecular dynamics models involving adhesion. The simplified model
will be based on displacements in normal and shear direction and therefore, it can be
integrated with the stress based FE models to predict wear rate more accurately. For
instance, a FE model of surface roughness can be created where each asperity may
experience a different coefficient of friction locally. This will result in evaluation of wear
rates considering local effects of friction instead of a global common friction coefficient.
In addition, the coefficient of friction will evolve with the evolution of wear.

6.2.4

Investigation of Stick-slip Friction

Stick-slip is an important phenomenon which is observed widely, from squeaking doors
and tunes of violin to occurrence of earthquakes. When two materials are in contact under
a normal and tangential force, the contact is initially in stick and gradually transitions into
stick-slip and full slip regions. The friction force observed during full slip is known as the
kinetic friction force. Mechanical models have been constructed to explain the behavior
of friction at microscopic scale however very little has been done to understand the effect
of the microscopic contacts on the macroscopic frictional behavior. At a macroscopic
scale, it is observed that a distinct region of stick-slip behavior of the contact was obtained
followed by a transition to a gross sliding regime. Since a macroscopic contact is composed
of several microscopic contacts, the frictional behavior at macroscopic scale may be
explained by considering the simultaneous contact of several asperities. To test this
hypothesis, a simplified model can be proposed which takes into account the effect of
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Hertzian contact stresses due to normal load and adhesion of each asperity to predict the
macroscopic behavior.

It is observed from the fretting phenomenon, that wear occurs on outer edges of the contact
in partial slip while the central zone remains unworn. The outer edges of the contact are
in full slip while the inner regions are in full stick. Therefore, the asperities in the region
of full slip will be slipping while the asperities in the central zone will remain in full stick.
The observed macroscopic phenomenon can be explained theoretically by combining the
elastic deformation and adhesion effects of every asperity present within the contact area.
Initial investigations show that a general shape of the force displacement curve can be
obtained by implementing the physics based model described above. An understanding of
stick-slip phenomenon at micro-scale will be instrumental in predicting and preventing
surface and subsurface damage caused due to it.
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